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Color categorization in humans has been actively studied in the behavioral and social sciences

for many decades. Key ideas in this field are basic color terms (BCTs) and corresponding

basic color categories (BCC’s, each made up of a basic color term and the colors it describes);

the identification of BCT’s and BCCs has historically required knowledge of the underlying

culture and language, and therefore involved subjective analysis. In this dissertation, we

present a quantitative data driven method of identifying the BCTs of a language using a

category strength function CS. By setting a threshold, the CS function identifies which color

terms are BCTs, and which are not. We obtain results which are consistent with the classical

method of color categorization, but achieve better consistency and avoid subjectivity. We also

analyze several methods of identifying the color foci, or best exemplars. We further present a

quantitative method of identifying the boundary of a BCT with a (color) stimulus strength

function StS and show that the relationship between BCC hearts and BCC boundaries

follows a square-root pattern. Finally, we apply our methods to the study of category

scheme evolution and the study of male/female color categorization behaviors. We find that

the differences observed between male and female categorization schemes are statistically

significant. Throughout this work, we use data provided by the World Color Survey Data

Archives.
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Chapter 1

Preliminaries

1.1 Introduction: color-concept categorization

Categorization is an important part of the way humans think [3, 4, 5]. It allows us to

organize the surrounding reality, which is continuous in quality, into discrete concepts that

are relatively easy to operate with. We can compare and relate categories with each other.

We can assign to each category the average, or representative features of their elements

and store those in memory as the “best exemplars”, which allows for an efficient way to

memorize them and think about their elements as a whole, ascribing certain qualities to them.

Categorization also allows for easy communication, by assigning labels to the categories.

Color categorization is an important example of human categorization behavior. All colors

that humans perceive belong to a continuum in a “psycho-physical” space. We split this

continuum into a finite number of subsets, which are color categories. It is very interesting

that different languages perform the categorization task differently, splitting the color space

into different numbers of categories and drawing the boundaries in different locations. Much

research has been conducted to understand the laws of human color categorization. It has
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been especially productive in the context of the data collected in the World Color Survey

(WCS) [6, 7].

Seminal work of Berlin & Kay [8] developed a highly influential theory for explaining color

lexicon regularities in terms of color evolution. In particular, the notion of Basic Color

Categories (BCTs) was introduced, where several criteria (semantic, syntactic, etc) were

identified that allowed the classification of a color term as “basic”: (i) The color term should

be monolexemic, or monomorphic (unlike light blue or reddish); (ii) The term’s meaning

should not be included in the meaning of any other color term (unlike crimson, which is a

type of red); (iii) The term is applicable to a wide class of objects (unlike blonde, which

applies only to beer, hair and wood); and (iv) It must be “psychologically salient, i.e., used

reliably by native speakers (unlike chartreuse). Further subsidiary criteria require that a

questionable term (v) have a morphological distribution similar to that of the established

BCT, (vi) not be the name of an object, (vii) not be a recent borrowing from another

language, and (viii) not be morphologically complex. Subsequent work has developed these

ideas further, see e.g. [2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], among others. Interestingly,

the definition of BCTs remained largely unmodified from the original formulation, although

some aspects of the definition have been found problematic. For example, in Vietnamese

color naming, color terms are commonly not monomorphic or monolexemic, in violation of

(i) above [18]. Further, in English, orange is considered a BCT even though it shares a name

with an object (violating subsidiary criterion (vi) above).

This dissertation adds to the growing literature on quantitative studies of color categories. In

paper [19], the usage of different metric systems was discussed and applied to data analysis

of WCS. It was argued that incorporating perception is crucial for accurate representation

of language-specific data. In [13], multidimensional scaling analysis was used to study the

aggregated color naming data, in order to determine how colors might cluster together in

a global context. In [14], a boundary density function was introduced that measured how
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related a color chip was to its adjacent neighbors. This measure was developed in order

to study universal patterns in color boundaries, using clustering in a “language space”.

In [16], K-means clustering was used to identify the universal stimulus-naming motifs; it

was discovered that all WCS participants used one of these motifs in their color naming

behavior. Paper [20] used statistical methods (namely, population average responses and

term deviation) to identify color categories.

In our first paper [21], we introduced a quantitative method to identify the basic color terms

of each language based on the WCS data. The advantage of the new method is that it

does not rely on any linguistic features of languages, and thus avoids classification problems

that arise in the traditional Berlin & Kay theory of basicness. While coinciding for the

most part with the Berlin & Kay method when applied to color data, the method is not

specific to color categorization and can be used in other domains where categorization takes

place. At the basis of the method proposed in [21] is the category-strength function CS

on a color word w. It measures total population agreement by computing and combining

pairwise agreement. The population as a whole has a high degree of naming consensus on

w if all pairs of people tend to agree on how to use w. Thus CS measures the consistency

of a (color) word’s meaning, according to the real-world usage demonstrated by participants

from the language. This is outlined in the second dissertation chapter.

We take a further step in quantitative studies of categories in our second paper [22] by fo-

cusing our attention on the “geometric” properties of categories, in particular, on studying

their shape, and creating consistent methodology to identify category boundaries. To this

end, we introduce the notion of “No Man’s Land” (NML) and “Some Man’s Land” (SML)

to distinguish color chips that belong to no color category and belong to some color cate-

gory. This allows us to formulate a formal definition of a color boundary, as intuitively, a

boundary is the interface between NML and SML. Developing this idea further, we arrive

at a quantitative method to define category boundary for any given category, based on the
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data from the individual responders. At the core of the method proposed in the current

paper is what we call the stimulus-strength function StS. It gives the highest fraction of

the population who can agree to call color c by the same name; that is, StS(c) returns the

maximum percent of the population who can reliably communicate with each other about

the color c represented on a physical stimulus. Note that we will typically refer to color

stimuli as “chips.” The benefit to considering this StS function is that if we identify the

name wc most given to a chip c and assume that wc is the “most correct name” for c, then

1 − StS has a nice intuitive meaning: it is the percent of the population which does not

correctly name c. This is outlined in the third dissertation chapter.

We proceed in [22] by defining Shannon’s entropy on colors, and relate that to the stimulus-

strength function StS, showing that they are anti-correlated. Shannon’s entropy informs

us on the informational content of different chips, and allows to classify them into three

different classes: (I) those strongly belonging to a specific color category, (II) those that are

at category boundaries, and (III) those that do not belong to any category or boundary. Thus

there is a connection between information theory and the concept of categorization, that can

be formalized mathematically and used for data analysis. This is outlined in the fourth

dissertation chapter, along with a detailed study of female/male categorization differences.

1.2 The color space

Imagine the set of all visible colors; call this set X . If we are to arrange the elements of X

so that perceptually similar colors are close together and perceptually dissimilar colors are

farther apart, we would require three dimensions to accomplish the task. The three degrees

of freedom can be understood and expressed using different underling bases. We focus on

the Munsell and CIELAB systems, but outline other examples to illustrate the complexity

of the ordering problem.
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One way to quantify the perceptual color space is through the physical mechanisms in the

human eye. The average human eye has rods and three types of cones, which sense light

waves from the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum—wavelengths between 390 and

700 nanometers. One cone type (L) is sensitive to light in the long-wavelength part of the

spectrum, another cone type (M) is sensitive to light in the mid-wavelength part of the

spectrum, and the third cone type (S) is sensitive to light in the short-wavelength part of

the spectrum. The rods do not sense color data, but provide “grayscale” visuals in low light

conditions. When visible light enters our eyes, the cones decompose it into its SML parts,

allowing our brains to interpret the color information being transmitted; thus, each cone

type provides one degree of dimensionality in the color coding process.

The red-green-blue RGB color coding system commonly used in computer monitors was

designed to mimic the human eye’s color sensing mechanisms; long-wavelengths correspond

to red colors, mid-wavelengths correspond to green colors, and short-wavelengths correspond

to blue colors. Each coordinate can vary between 0 and 255, or 0 and 1 if normalized, such

that [0 0 0] represents black (no red, green, or blue activation), [0 225 0] represents the truest

green (only green activation at its most saturated), and [255 255 255] represents true white

(red, green, and blue are fully saturated and composed together). With this coordinate

system, the color set X can in theory be plotted on linear RGB-axes as a continuously filled

cube. However, it should be noted that the RGB system is inherently flawed. It is considered

a device-dependent system, meaning that RGB outputs for the same set of coordinates can

vary according to the machine or medium being used. Furthermore, the coordinates are

artificially constructed as a cube, and therefore are not representative of the perceptual

similarities and differences between colors.

The Munsell system, which was first introduced by Albert Munsell in 1905, was created to

order the color set X according to perceptual distance [23]. Musell organized the colors

according to three characteristics: hue (H), value (V), and chroma (C). The Munsell system
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echoes the properties of waves insofar as hue refers to colors of the rainbow, value refers to

brightness, and chroma refers to saturation. But in the Munsell system, hues at a fixed value

and chroma do not form a rainbow line segment which begins with red and terminates with

violet. Instead, they form a rainbow circle, with red and violet hues ”connected” together,

so traversing this rainbow circle is akin to rotating 360◦. Value has set limits of 0 (black) and

10 (white). Chroma has 0 as a lower bound (gray, or fully desaturated) and no upperbound,

although C=8 is understood to generally give the most vibrant colors; higher C values are

theoretically possible but perhaps unrealistic to study due to lack of samples. We can plot

the elements of X in three dimensional space with the cylindrical coordinates (C,H,V). The

result, assuming we omit all colors with C> 8 is an irregularly shaped color solid.

A more modern system of color organization is the CIE L*a*b color space, denoted CIELAB

for short. CIELAB is designed to be a perceptually uniform color space, meaning that a

CIELAB-distance of one unit between any two colors should translate to the same perceptual

distance [24]. Each color is represented by the coordinates (L,a,b), with L denoting a lightness

value, a denoting a measure of green-red, and b denoting a measure of blue-yellow. L can

vary continuously between 0 (black) and 100 (white). a and b can be any real numbers;

negative a corresponds to green, positive a corresponds to red, negative b corresponds to

yellow, positive b corresponds to blue. The result is again an irregular solid, although unlike

the Munsell color space, the CEILAB color space is continuously filled, making it ideal for

a mathematical study of colors. With the Euclidean 3-norm, (X , || · ||3) is a metric space,

although we will refer to to the norm as || · ||Lab to emphasize our use of the CIELAB

coordinate system.
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1.3 The World Color Survey

The World Color Survey (WCS) began in the 1970’s to provide a wider and more complete

empirical base for the study of color-naming and color category evolution. An average of

twenty-four participants from 110 different languages were asked to respond to two activities:

the color-naming of 330 carefully chosen color chips and the choice of best exemplar color

chips for each color name. Data from both activities, as well as details regarding each

language and each participant, is provided on the World Color Survey online archives [7]

http://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/WCS/data.html#wmt,

The 330 chips, shown in Fig 1.1 were taken from the Munsell color solid, such that column

0 is the gray axis cutting through the solid (V= 0 to V= 10, with C= 0) and columns 1

through 40 are taken from the C= 8 layer (V= 0 to V= 10, with C= 8). Note that column

1 is adjacent to column 40 in a three dimensional context and the chips in row B are all

perceptually close to each other, as are the chips in row I. So to naively reconstruct the C= 8

layer of the Munsell solid, column 1 should be connected to column 40 to form a cylinder

around column 0, the chips in row B should be brought together near chip A0, and the chips

in row I should be brought together near chip J0. We refer to Fig 1.1 as the WCS grid.

In the color-naming activity, each participant was shown the 330 colored chips in a fixed order

and asked to provide a word describing each chip’s color, obtaining for each participant p

from language L and for each colored chip c, a color word w which was used by p to describe

c. This allows the definition of a term map TM(w, p) for each person and color word in

language L, where TM(w, p) is the set of colors called w by p. We refer to TM(w, p) as

a “map” because for each p and w we can highlight the corresponding WCS array of color

chips to obtain a two-dimensional map representative of p’s definition of the word w.
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Figure 1.1: Munsell chips used by experimenters of the WCS, organized according to general
location on the three-dimensional color solid.

In the focus-naming activity, each participant was given the list of terms obtained over the

course of the color-naming activity, and was asked to identify the WCS chip (or chips) which

was the the best example, or exemplar, or the word’s meaning. Thus, for each participant p

from language L and for each color word w, we know what colors p judged to be representative

of w. This permits a focus map FM(w, p) to be defined for each person and color word in

language L, where FM(w, p) is the set of colors p considers to be best described by w.

1.4 Computations involving the WCS grid chips

The WCS grid is a discrete, two dimensional representation of a layer of the color space,

and the chips are easily named by their grid coordinates. However, because the color space

is three dimensional, it is also useful to think of each chip in the context of the CIELAB

system. Using CIELAB cordinates provided in “cnum-vhcm-lab-new.txt” from the WCS

archives, each chip c can also be reference by its CIELAB coordinate (Lc, ac, bc).

We take advantage of the metric || · ||Lab, which allows to to compute ∆E∗ab(c1, c2), the
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perceptual distance between colors [24], is given by.

∆E∗ab(c1, c2) = ||c1 − c2||Lab =
(
(Lc1 − Lc2)2 + (ac1 − ac2)2 + (bc1 − bc2)2

)1/2
(1.1)

We can also define the center of a collection of colors, and the size of the collection of colors.

1.4.0.0.1 Irregular distribution of WCS grid chips Note that the WCS grid chips

were chosen from the C= 8 layer of the Munsell solid. Unfortunately, the Munsell system is

not truly a perceptually uniform space; the perceptual distance between color (8,H,V) and

color (8,H, V+1) might can be quite different than the perceptual distance between color

(8,H,V) and color (8,H+1, V). We can observe this by studying the WCS color set in the

CIELAB color space.

For a fixed color c, a color is considered adjacent to c if its WCS chip is a distance of one

horizontal, vertical, or diagonal step away from c’s WCS chip. For each pair of adjacent

chips, c1 and c2, we compute the CIELAB distance between them. Figure 1.2 summarizes

the relationships between adjacent chips: (a) shows the distribution of distances, while (b)

shows distances between adjacent pairs. We can see that all adjacent chips are not the same

∆E∗ab-distance apart. In fact, in terms of ∆E∗ab distance:

• The maximal distance between adjacent chips is 95.3974

• The minimal distance between adjacent chips is 0.7256

• The average distance between adjacent chips is 15.8166

The perceptual distance between adjacent chips is not consistent, meaning that the chips are

not taken uniformly from the three dimensional perceptual space. It is important to keep
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this in mind, because results which appear close on the WCS grid might not be close in a

CIELAB metric sense.
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Figure 1.2: (a) Histogram displaying CIELAB color difference ∆E∗ab distances achieved by
adjacent chips (b) Schematic visualization of ∆E∗ab distances achieved between adjacent chips
displayed in WCS chip array format. Adjacent chips are connected by line segments, and
heavier/darker line segments represent larger distances.

1.4.1 The center of color sets

Let us assume R is a finite set of colors. We can find the center of mass of R in the usual way

by averaging the L, a, and b coordinates of elements of R. However, because the WCS grid

is a discrete sample which comes from a layer of the color solid (naively, it is like the peel of

an orange or a layer of an onion) plus the internal axis, the center of mass of a collection of

WCS grid chips is likely to fall outside of the set of WCS colors. Thus, we define the center

of a collection of WCS chips to be the WCS color c∗ which minimizes the following quantity:

Lc∗ −
∑
c∈R

Lc

|R|

2

+

ac∗ −
∑
c∈R

ac

|R|

2

+

bc∗ −
∑
c∈R

bs

|R|

2

(1.2)

So the center of a collection of grid chips is the center of mass, projected back onto the WCS

color set.
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1.4.2 Size of a color set

Accepting the fact that the WCS grid comes from the surface of the color solid, finding the

area covered by a set of discrete colors can be challenging due to the non-uniform nature of

the WCS color chips distribution. So to compute the area defined by a discrete set of points

on this distorted solid, we have developed two algorithms: first, a straightforward counting

method which disregards the irregular distances, and second, a triangulation-based method

to approximate the surface from which these chips are taken.

Let us again assume R is a finite set of colors.

1.4.2.0.1 Counting method With the counting method, we define

|R| := the number of colors in the set R (1.3)

1.4.2.0.2 Triangulation method To begin, note that R can be visualized as a region

of the WCS grid, which in turn can be visualized as a region on the surface of a color solid.

To discuss the size of R, we must keep in mind that the WCS color chips were not taken

uniformly from the 3-dimensional color space. Thus, a square of four chips on the WCS

could represent the corners of a small quadrilateral or a large quadrilateral when considered

in the 3-dimensional context. So to compute the size of R, we want to consider the area of

R in the context of the color solid’s surface.

To compensate for the discrete nature of our samples and the irregular shape of the color

solid, we approximate the surface using triangles. For any square of four adjacent WCS chips

(call them c1, c2, c2, c4), we can consider their CIELAB coordinates and compute their center

c∗; see Figure 1.3 for a visualization of this process. Then we can uniquely approximate the

area of quadrilateral c1c2c2c4 by summing the area of triangles 4c∗c1c2, 4c∗c2c3, 4c∗c3c4,
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4c∗c4c1. For chips A0 and B1-B40 we use two adjacent chips in row B together with A0

to form a triangle; we compute the centroid of the vertices to split the triangle into three

sub triangles. Chips J0 and I1-I40 are handled similarly. Chips B0-I0 are not considered

because these tiles come from the interior of the solid. Following this procedure, all resulting

triangles in our mesh have exactly two WCS chips as vertices.

Figure 1.3: Illustration of triangulation using four adjacent WCS chips.

This provides a unique triangulation of the color solid’s surface according to the WCS color

chips. Now let us assume X is the set of triangles created using the above triangulation of

the color solid. We define the size, or area, of R according to the areas of the triangles with

vertices in R.

For each triangle 4 in X, we let |4|R = n(4, R) · area(4) where n(4, R) is the number of

vertices 4 has in R. Then we can define the unique, triangulation-based area of R by

||R||N =
∑
4∈X

|4|R (1.4)

An example is shown in Figure 1.4. R is the collection of green square chips; blue square

chips are not in R. In (a) and (b) the chips are shown as if part of the WCS grid, with black

lines representing the mesh triangulation in the three-dimensional context. Figure 1.4(b)
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outlines in purple the triangles with at least one vertex in R; triangles with two vertices in R

are also shaded purple. The area of R is computed by doubling the area of the purple-shaded

triangles, and adding to that sum the areas of the unshaded but purple-outlined triangles.

Figure 1.4: Illustration of triangle weighting strategy; triangles outlines in purple have at
least one vertex in R; triangles with exactly two vertices in R are also shaded purple.

The size of the entire WCS grid, using this method, is 34,209 square units.

Our triangulation method can be extended nicely to a set whose membership is not binary.

That is, let us suppose that R is a collection of colors such that for each c element in R, the

function r(c) measures how much c belongs to R.

For each triangle 4 in X, 4 has two exactly two vertices v1 and v2 which come from

the WCS grid. We let |4|R = N(4, R) · area(4) where the weight N(4, R) is given by

N(4, R) = r(v1) + r(v2). Then we can define the weighted area of R by

||R||H =
∑
4∈X

|4|R (1.5)

If R is a fixed region, as given in Figure 1.4’s example, we can use this formulation of “area”

to obtain Definition 1.4 by defining r(c) = 1 when c is in R, r(c) = 0 when c is not in R.
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1.5 Notation and conventions

The World Color Survey archives provides details including the name and location of each

language, the color words used by speakers from each language, and the age and gender of

each speaker from the language. We will often refer to languages, color words, and (when

necessary) speakers according to the enumeration provided by the WCS data set, using

“L” to indicate language and ”w” to indicate word; if the underlying language is clear, we

will name only the color word. For example, malulaw is a color word used by speakers of

the Ifugao language from the Philippines; Ifugao is listed as language 48 and malulaw is

recorded at term 4 in the WCS archive files “lang.txt” and “dict.txt”. For brevity we refer

to this language as L48 and this term as L48w4; if it is understood that we are discussing

terms from L48, then we will refer to malulaw as simply w4. Furthermore, letting WL

denote the set of color words used by a language L, we assume that the elements of WL

are enumerated per the WCS convention and write w ∈ WL or w ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |WL|} to

discuss a color word w from language L. For example, we could refer to a word w from L48

using w ∈ W48 = {ma(ka)blah, andeket, mad(mad)lang, malulaw, ..., blue}, or more simply

as w ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, ..., 23}.

Our focus is to study the categorization of colors, which are abstract concepts. In the World

Color Survey each of the 330 colors is represented by a physical colored stimulus—a paint

chip—so for our purposes the words “color” and “chip” and “stimulus” are interchangeable;

we will indicate these objects with “c”. We have already discussed that the 330 WCS

colors can be referenced by their grid coordinates, Munsell system coordinates, or CIELAB

coordinates. Because the chips were shown to all survey participants in the same fixed order,

it is also possible to enumerate the WCS colors according to the order they were presented,

as given in the file “chip.txt”. So for convenience we use the WCS enumeration and say

c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 330} to discuss a WCS color c. We also let C denote the set of WCS chips and

will sometimes write c ∈ C to discuss a WCS color c.
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Similarly, the WCS archives provides a list of speakers in the file “spkr.txt” so we can use

PL to denote the set of participants from language L or we can use the enumeration set by

the WCS to say p ∈ P or p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |PL|} to discuss a language L’s speaker p.

If the underlying language L is understood to be fixed, we will use the more concise W and

P instead of WL and PL.
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Chapter 2

Methods in color categorization

Each color word of a language identifies a specific population term map and is therefore

representative of a color category. Here we propose a quantitative algorithm to determine

which color terms—and therefore, which color categories—in a given language are basic.

We define a function CS, which assigns to each color term w a strength value in [0, 1] based

on how well the population of L uses the term. CS(w) is calculated using this data such

that any terms with low or inconsistent usage earn low strength values, while terms with

high and consistent usage earn high strength values. We then choose a value t∗ in [0, 1] and

postulate that a color term w should be considered a basic color word with respect to t∗

if and only if CS(w) ≥ t∗. We say w is CS-basic with respect to t∗ and refer to t∗ as the

CS-basicness threshold value. We refer to our algorithm and the resulting color basicness

definition as CS (for category strength). The main idea is as follows. In general, raising the

threshold value t∗ will cause fewer color terms to be considered CS-basic, while lowering t∗

will cause more color terms to be considered CS-basic.

In addition to quantitatively defining basicness, we also developed methods to objectively

identify category best exemplars, or “focal colors,” based strictly on empirical data. Like
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BCTs, “focal color” is also a mainstream construct, originally aimed at identifying colors

with features most characteristic of a particular color term, concept, or category, based

on data of a surveyed language group [25, 4, 26]. Our revised “best exemplar” definitions

satisfy this original “focal colors” aim, using only information directly available in surveyed

individual’s data.

The WCS included a “focus (or focal) choice” task designed to identify surveyed individual’s

“focal color” colors for each color category, which is separate from the “color-naming” task

mentioned above. It is clear that individual focal choice data can be used to identify each

category’s shared focal colors for a sample population assessed. To this end, for each indi-

vidual using color word w, we compute the centroid of the set of “Focus Maps” (FM) given

by all the individuals of the population. This centroid color, which we denote FFM(w), is

the focus of w’s category based on a focus-choice data.

It seems obvious by construction that FFM should give the best exemplar of w’s category.

Unfortunately, in the case of the WCS, two complications associated with the focus-choice

task data constrain FFM utility: (1) WCS focus-choice task data may contain some amount

of empirical irregularity — as suggested by experimenter reports describing variation in

the ways the empirical task was presented to surveyed respondents — which most likely

contributed to individual variation in the data depending on how participants may have

interpreted the aim of the empirical task. In addition factors such as imposed biases, the

wording, and/or physical environment, in which the WCS testing took place, might have

induced variation of individual responses. And, (2) focus-choice data are not available for all

terms elicited from participants because experimenters often decided to only collect focus-

choice data for specific subset of elicited terms. Thus, an issue here, and in the literature,

is how to best identify focal colors when focal-choice data are unavailable or unreliable.

For a solution, we turn to the “color-naming” data and construct three possible alternative

algorithms to find potential exemplars: FHC , FMM , and FTM .
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2.1 Basic color categories

2.1.1 CS: category strength function

For a fixed language L and color term w, we would like to have a sense of how well the

population of L uses w; that is, we want to create a measure of how frequently and con-

sistently term w is applied. We expect color terms with a high degree of shared agreement

— i.e., terms that speakers generally agree on concerning the labeling of colors — to have

high strength, and terms with a low degree of shared agreement to have low strength. To

accomplish this, TM(w, p) is defined to be the set of colors which participant p labeled with

term w. More formally, define the indicator function

Ind(w, p, c) =

 1 if p use w to label color c ,

0 otherwise .
(2.1)

Then we can define p’s term map for w as

TM(w, p) = {c | Ind(w, p, c) = 1} (2.2)

Thus, TM(w, pα) ∩ TM(w, pβ) is the set of colors that pα and pβ both label with term w.

We let |TM(w, p)| denote the number of colors that p labels with term w, so |TM(w, pα) ∩

TM(w, pβ)| is the number of colors that pα and pβ both label with term w. To measure how

well two people agree on how to use the word w, we use the quantity

T (w, pα, pβ) =


|TM(w,pα)∩TM(w,pβ)|

|TM(w,pα)| +
|TM(w,pα)∩TM(w,pβ)|

|TM(w,pβ)|
, |TM(w, pα)| 6= 0, |TM(w, pβ)| 6= 0

0, otherwise .
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T (w, pα, pβ) has maximum value 2 when the two participants agree perfectly on the use of

the word w, and minimum value 0 when their uses of the color word w do not coincide at

all. Thus, to measure the entire population’s use of a color word w, define

CS(w) =
1

2|P |(|P | − 1)

∑
pα 6=pβ

T (w, pα, pβ) =
1

|P |(|P | − 1)

∑
pα<pβ

T (w, pα, pβ) . (2.3)

The function CS assigns to each color word w a value in the interval [0,1] based on the

underlying population’s use of the term. By its construction, terms that many pairs of

people consistently use will receive higher CS values compared to those found for terms used

by fewer pairs of people.

We can now provide the following:

Definition 2.1. A color word w is CS-basic with respect to t∗ ∈ [0, 1] if and only if

CS(w) ≥ t∗

The value t∗ is called the basicness threshold value and it separates CS-basic and CS-nonbasic

terms; an increase in t∗ causes fewer terms to be classified as CS-basic.

Definition 2.2. Let (tlow, thigh) be a range of acceptable CS-bacisness threshold values

• w is called CS-never-basic if an only if CS(w) ≤ tlow

• w is called CS-always-basic if an only if CS(w) ≥ thigh

• w is called CS-potentially-basic if an only if tlow < CS(w) < thigh

We may sometimes refer to these cases as CS-n.basic, CS-a.basic, and CS-p.basic, for short.
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2.1.1.1 A supporting function Q for CS

In order to create a function which measures how well the population of a language L agrees

on the meaning of its color words, we also constructed a second category strength function

Q. First, define the set An(w) to be the set of colors which at least n people labeled with

word c; n can range from 1 to |P |. Because A1(w) can include tiles that exactly one person

called by term w, we can assume word w would not be a good descriptor for every tile in

A1(w). On the other hand, A|P |(w) will include only those colors which every person called

w, so the word w is a perfect descriptor for all tiles in A|P |(w). Unfortunately, it is often the

case that A|P |(w) is empty; that is, there will be some M in {1, . . . , |P |} such that AM(w) is

not empty but AM+1(w) is empty. The value M can vary with language, making it difficult

to decide which set An(w) should be taken as “the best set corresponding to w.”

Because of the above, we take all of a language’s An sets into account by allowing those with

larger n values to provide more weight to a color term’s Q-strength, that is, we take

Q(w) =
2

|P |(|P | − 1)

|P |∑
n=1

(n− 1)|An(w)|

|P |∑
n=1

|An(w)|
, (2.4)

where the sum in the numerator demonstrates the kind of weighting desired. All the other

components serve to normalize Q to be between 0 and 1. The function Q assigns to each

color word w a value in the interval [0,1] based on how well the underlying language’s popu-

lation uses the term. By its construction, terms that many people use consistently earn high

Q-strength values, while terms that few people use consistently earn low Q-strength values.

Functions CS and Q are closely related, even though they are constructed independently.

This is shown in the following theorem.
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THEOREM

Q(w) =
1

|P |(|P | − 1)

∑
pα 6=pβ

|TM(w, pα) ∩ TM(w, pβ)|∑|P |
p=1 |TM(w, p)|

. (2.5)

Thus, we know that CS is related to Q in the same way that

∑
pα 6=pβ

|TM(w, pα) ∩ TM(w, pβ)|
|TM(w, pα)|

is related to ∑
pα 6=pβ

|TM(w, pα) ∩ TM(w, pβ)|
|P |∑
p=1

|TM(w, p)|
.

We would therefore expect these two functions to behave in the same way, and indeed we

see that by applying CS to all color terms present in the WCS, similar results are obtained

as when Q is applied (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Histograms showing number of terms per given strength value range, where
strength is measured using (a) CS and (b) Q.
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2.1.1.2 Similarity of Strength Functions

To prove the theorem, note that we need to show that

2

|P |(|P | − 1)

|P |∑
n=1

(n− 1)|An(w)|

|P |∑
n=1

|An(w)|
=

1

|P |(|P | − 1)

∑
pα 6=pβ

|TM(w, pα) ∩ TM(w, pβ)|∑|P |
p=1 |TM(w, p)|

(2.6)

Using the function Ind from Equation 2.1 and the function TM from Equation 2.2, we have

|TM(w, p)| =
330∑
c=1

Ind(w, p, c) (2.7)

TM(w, pα) ∩ TM(w, pβ) = {c | Ind(w, pα, c) · Ind(w, pβ, c) = 1} (2.8)

|TM(w, pα) ∩ TM(w, pβ)| =
330∑
c=1

Ind(w, pα, c) · Ind(w, pβ, c) (2.9)

Consider the function:

Cn(w, c) =

 0 if less than n people called c by w ,

1 if at least n people called c by w .

We can rewrite |An(w)| in terms of the Cn’s:

|An(w)| =
330∑
c=1

Cn(w, c) . (2.10)
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Define a label-counting function

LC(w, c) := # of people who call tile c by w .

Write LC(w, c) in terms of Ind:

LC(w, c) =

|P |∑
p=1

Ind(w, p, c) , (2.11)

and write LC(w, c) in terms of the Cn’s:

LC(w, c) =

|P |∑
n=1

Cn(w, c) . (2.12)

Then the theorem has the following proof.
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PROOF Working from the left-hand side of equation (2.6) gives

2

P (P − 1)

∑|P |
n=1 [(n− 1)|An(w)|]∑|P |

n=1 |An(w)|

=
2

|P |(|P | − 1)

∑|P |
n=1

[
(n− 1)

∑330
c=1Cn(w, c)

]∑|P |
n=1

[∑330
c=1Cn(w, c)

] (2.13)

=
2

|P |(|P | − 1)

∑|P |
n=1

[
(n− 1)

∑330
c=1Cn(w, c)

]∑330
c=1

[∑|P |
n=1Cn(w, c)

] (2.14)

=
2

|P |(|P | − 1)

∑|P |
n=1

[
(n− 1)

∑330
c=1Cn(w, c)

]∑330
c=1 [LC(w, c)]

(2.15)

=
2

|P |(|P | − 1)

∑|P |
n=1

[
(n− 1)

∑330
c=1Cn(w, c)

]∑330
c=1

[∑|P |
p=1 Ind(w, p, c)

] , (2.16)

where (2.13) is obtained by using (2.10); (2.14) is obtained by switching the order of the

sums in the denominator; (2.15) is obtained using (2.12); (2.16) is obtained using (2.11).

Working from the right hand side of equation (2.6) gives,

1

|P |(|P | − 1)

∑
pα 6=pβ |TM(w, pα) ∩ TM(w, pβ)|∑|P |

p=1 |TM(w, p)|

=
1

|P |(|P | − 1)

∑
pα 6=pβ

[∑330
c=1 Ind(w, pα, c) · Ind(w, pβ, c)

]∑|P |
p=1

[∑330
c=1 Ind(w, p, c)

] (2.17)

=
1

|P |(|P | − 1)

∑
pα 6=pβ

[∑330
c=1 Ind(w, pα, c) · Ind(w, pβ, c)

]
∑330

c=1

[∑|P |
p=1 Ind(w, p, c)

] (2.18)

=
2

|P |(|P | − 1)

∑
pα>pβ

[∑330
c=1 Ind(w, pα, c) · Ind(w, pβ, c)

]
∑330

c=1

[∑|P |
p=1 Ind(w, p, c)

] , (2.19)
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where (2.17) is obtained using (2.9) and (2.7); (2.18) is obtained by switching the order

of the sums in the denominator; (2.19) is obtained using the symmetry of the sum across

pα 6= pβ. It is therefore sufficient to show

|P |∑
n=1

[
(n− 1)

330∑
c=1

Cn(w, c)

]
=
∑
pα>pβ

[
330∑
c=1

Ind(w, pα, c) · Ind(w, pβ, c)

]
. (2.20)

Working from the left-hand side of equation (2.20), notice that as n increases, Cn(w, c) is

non-increasing for fixed c. So there is someM≤ P such that Cn(w, c) = 1 but Cn(w, c) = 0

when n >M; for fixed c, the valueM is exactly the number of people who agree to call tile

c by color term w. Thus, we have:

|P |∑
n=1

[
(n− 1)

330∑
c=1

Cn(w, c)

]
=

330∑
c=1

|P |∑
n=1

[(n− 1)Cn(w, c)]

=
330∑
c=1

M∑
n=1

[(n− 1)Cn(w, c)]

+
330∑
c=1

P∑
n=M+1

[(n− 1)Cn(w, c)]

=
330∑
c=1

M∑
n=1

[(n− 1)1] +
330∑
c=1

P∑
n=M+1

[(n− 1) · 0]

=
330∑
c=1

M∑
n=1

(n− 1)

=
330∑
c=1

M
2

(M− 1) .

Working from the right-hand side of equation (2.20), notice that Ind(w, pα, c) · Ind(w, pβ, c)

tells us whether or not pα and pβ both call color chip c by color word w, so

∑
pα>pβ

[Ind(w, pα, c) · Ind(w, pβ, c)]
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tells us how many pairs of people call chip c by color word w. Thus, we have:

∑
pα>pβ

[
330∑
c=1

Ind(w, pα, c) · Ind(w, pβ, c)

]
=

330∑
c=1

 ∑
pα>pβ

Ind(w, pα, c) · Ind(w, pβ, c)


=

330∑
c=1

M(M− 1)

2
.

The left-hand side of equation (2.20) equals the right-hand-side of equation (2.20), completing

the proof. �

2.1.2 t∗: basicness threshold value

A color word w is modal if there exists some color c which the population call by w more than

any other color word. We believe it is reasonable to demand any word that is CS-basic is also

the most popular word for some color; that is, all CS-basic colors words should be modal.

We therefore do not want to choose a threshold so low that it admits non-modal color words.

It is also unrealistic to say that a language uses less than two basic color words to divide and

describe the color space (see [27]). Thus, we do not want to choose a threshold so high that

some languages are forced to have less than two CS-basic color terms. Analysis of the WCS

data shows that these two requirements allow our threshold to be restricted to values in the

interval (0.168, 0.3343). Figure 2.2(a) shows nonmodal terms for all languages with the two

strongest terms for each language; ideally a threshold t∗ falls above all nonmodal terms and

below all strongest pairs of terms.

For any fixed threshold value t∗, we can find a fixed set of basic color terms for each language,

which gives us a way to classify each language according to the number of recognized CS-

basic color terms. Ideally our threshold value should be stable in the sense that a small

perturbation will not cause the reclassification of many languages. To find the range of values

which satisfy this requirement, we define the function f(t) which counts the total number of
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CS-basic color terms present across all WCS languages, with respect to the threshold value

t. That is,

f(t) =
∑

L∈WCS

( ∑
w∈WL

bCS(w) + (1− t)c

)
,

where WL denotes the set of color words of language L.

Since f is clearly discontinuous, we take g(t) to be a polynomial approximation of f . Because

we are only interested in perturbing the threshold value by at most 0.001, we look for values

of t in [0, 1] where |g′| is bounded by 1000. This analysis shows that we can restrict our

threshold values to the range [0.1242, 0.4923] ∪ [0.7675, 1]. Figures 2.2(a-c) shows these

analyses.
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Figure 2.2: Analysis for threshold range. (a) All color terms are plotted as dots above their
languages numbers at heights corresponding to their strengths. Colors corresponding to
purple points are modal; colors corresponding to green points are nonmodal. (b) The function
f(t) is shown in blue and its polynomial approximation g(t) in red. (c) The derivative of
g(t); we have highlighted in red where |g′(t)| ≤ 1000. Note that f, g, g′ are all functions of
the threshold value t.

Combining all three requirements of

1. modality,

2. at least two CS-BCT’s per language,

3. stability,

our analysis shows that values in the range I = (0.168, 0.3343) are reasonable candidates
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for the CS-basicness threshold value. Thus, we will use the convention tlow = 0.168 and

thigh = 0.3343 when applying Definition 2.2.

2.1.3 Comparison with classical definition of basic color terms

There are 110 languages represented in the WCS. In this analysis, two of the 110 languages

(L62 and L93) are omitted because both surveys have incomplete datasets for focus or naming

tasks (or both), creating difficulties with our early algorithms. We use the data from the

WCS’s color-naming task to calculate the color strength of different color terms. Of the

2,244 color terms present across the 108 languages, 546 terms that have strengths at or

above 0.3343, and these will be considered CS-always-basic regardless of the choice of t∗ in

the range I. 1578 terms have strengths at or below 0.168 and will be considered CS-never-

basic regardless of the choice of t∗. There are 123 terms whose classification depends on the

choice of t∗. These are classified as CS-potentially-basic in our discussion.

In analyses of WCS data [28], similar color term categorization results for each language

were seen using the typically employed B&K-definition of basicness. Table 2.1 compares

B&K and CS classifications of terms; we use the World Color Survey monograph[28] as a

reference for the present B&K classification of color terms. In this updated publication,

the authors classify most color words as either (B&K-)basic or (B&K-)nonbasic. However,

there are some words which are left unclassified, presumably due to ambiguity. We therefore

refer to these terms as B&K-potentially-basic, and for consistency call their nonbasic terms

“B&K-never-basic”.

The two definitions classify 2,068, or about 92%, of the terms in the same way. If we exclude

all terms that are classified as never-basic by either of the definitions (which comprise more

than 71% of all terms), more than 85% of the remaining terms are classified by the two

methods in the same way. There are 46 terms which are B&K-p.basic but are considered
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Table 2.1: Term classification: B&K vs CS. The number of WCS color terms classified as
always-basic color terms (ABCTs), potentially-basic color terms (PBCTs), or never-basic
color terms (NBCTs) according to the compared B&K- and CS- definitions.

CS-ABCTs CS-PBCTs CS-NBCTs
B&K-ABCTs 532 85 27
B&K-PBCTs 6 26 40
B&K-NBCTs 6 11 1511

to be either CS-a.basic or CS-n.basic. Similarly, there are 96 terms which are CS-p.basic

but considered to be either B&K-a.basic or B&K-n.basic. The largest mismatch category

is the terms that are classified as B&K-a.basic, but p.basic by the CS measure. Many of

these apparent mismatches can be eliminated by lowering the chosen threshold value, t∗. A

particular choice of t∗ is explored below in several case studies.

For a great majority of languages, the CS classification appears “monotonic” with respect

to the B&K classification. That is, B&K-a.basic terms have a higher strength compared to

B&K-n.basic, see Figure 2.3(a). There are, however, several exceptions. 33 terms are classi-

fied as a.basic with respect to one definition, but n.basic with respect to the other; see Table

2.1. These terms are distributed across 14 languages, displayed in Figure 2.3(b). For two of

the languages in this set experimenters in the field reported problems with data collection;

participants from language 53 provided responses in groups rather than as individuals (in-

consistent with the usual data collection methods), while participants from language 70 were

particularly prone to refuse to name color chips [28]. For three other languages (L12, L45,

and L92), terms of strength zero were classified as B&K-a.basic. In addition, for languages

3 and 106, there were pairs of terms such that the term with a lower strength was classi-

fied as a B&K-a.basic, while the term with a higher strength as a B&K-p.basic. Note that

lowering the lower boundary of the threshold region, I, from 0.17 to 0.10 would eliminate

the majority of discrepancies between B&K and CS term sets. This may suggest that the

range for t∗ values, which is defined globally, for all WCS languages, may have to be adjusted
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Figure 2.3: Visual representation of the strengths, B&K-basicness, and CS-basicness of color
terms reported by all WCS languages. Points plotted in black correspond to B&K-basic color
words, points plotted in red correspond to B&K-“potentially basic” color words, and points
plotted in gray correspond to B&K-nonbasic words. The upper and lower bounds for the
range of reasonable threshold values R are shown as gray horizontal lines. (a) All languages.
(b) The 14 languages where the two definitions do not agree; terms that are B&K-basic
but are CS-nonbasic are marked green, and terms that are CS-basic but B&K-nonbasic are
marked blue.

for a handful of languages, based on their individual (and in these cases, lower) degrees of

agreement, see also Discussion.

By fixing a specific basicness threshold value t∗, it is possible to eliminate classifying any

terms as CS-potentially-basic; instead, each color term will either be CS-basic with respect

to t∗ or CS-nonbasic with respect to t∗. As an example we choose the threshold value

t∗ = 0.17; consequently, 665 of the 2,244 terms are identified as CS-basic. Figure 2.4 shows

how many WCS languages were identified as having 2, . . ., 12 basic color terms. Note that

languages with higher numbers of BCTs, such as English (11 BCTs), Russian and Hungarian

(12 BCTs), with reports suggesting even more for Mandarin (e.g., Lin et al., 2001), are not

part of the WCS, and therefore are not present in the data of Figure 2.4, [29]. However,

when the basicness threshold is set to t∗ = 0.17, the Cakchiquel language (L17 in the WCS)

is identified as having 12 BCTs. The following subsection presents detailed analysis of BCTs
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for eight WCS languages studied in [1] and also presented by Kay and colleagues[2]. In sum,

this analysis both supports the utility of our CS-basicness modeling and largely confirms the

results found previously[2].
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Figure 2.4: Application of the CS algorithm to WCS languages. Histogram depicts the
distribution of WCS languages identified as having 2,. . ., 12 basic color terms. t∗ = 0.17.

2.1.4 Case studies with t∗ = 0.17

To evaluate our definition in the context of the B&K-definition of basicness, we set t∗ = 0.17

and compare our results with those for eight WCS languages studied by Chuang and Han-

rahan (2009) [1]. These eight languages were among those presented by Kay and colleagues

[2], see Table 2.2. One can see that the two definitions are well matched on these sample

languages. They agree perfectly on 5 out of the 8 languages. For two languages, the set of

CS-basic color terms is close to the set of B&K-basic color terms. In fact, the differences
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occur because the B&K-definition is ambiguous for one term of each of the Kwerba and

Martu Wangka languages. For the third language, Candoshi, the CS-method identifies one

extra term which is not B&K-basic. However, this CS-basic classification is with respect to

the threshold t∗ = 0.17; adjusting the threshold to t = 0.20, which is included in the interval

I, will make the two definitions agree on Candoshi’s term classification.

Table 2.2: Brief comparison of B&K-basic color terms and CS-basic color terms on eight
languages (emphasized previously in [1, 2]) from the World Color Survey. For each language,
the number of B&K-basic color terms are listed, as well as the number of CS-basic color terms.
A mark of (+n) indicates that our method identified n terms which are not B&K-basic; a
mark of (−m) indicates that our method did not identify m B&K-basic terms as CS-basic.
A question mark is used to indicate B&K color terms that were classified as “potentially
basic color terms.”

Language (L) B&K CS Result

16: Buglere (Panama/Costa Rica) 6 6
20: Candoshi (Peru) 6 7 (+1)
51: Kalam (Peru) 6 6
56: Konkomba (Ghana/Togo) 4 4
60: Kwerba (Indonesia) 4? 4 (+1?)
64: Martu Wangka (Brazil) 5? 5 (+1?)
74: Mura Piraha (Australia) 4 4
87: Siriono (Bolivia) 5 5

Figure 2.5 provides a representation of the strengths of the color terms for the eight sample

languages. Points plotted in black correspond to B&K-basic color words, and points plotted

in gray correspond to words that are not B&K-basic. Terms which may or may not be

B&K-basic are plotted in red. The range of reasonable threshold values is bounded by the

two gray horizontal lines, and the chosen threshold value t∗ = 0.17 is shown as a yellow

horizontal line. According to the working definition, a color term w is CS-basic if and only if

its corresponding point falls above the line t∗ = 0.17. Changing the threshold value translates

to changing the position of the threshold line. We can judge how well the B&K definition and

CS definition agree on a given language by determining whether the threshold line perfectly

or almost-perfectly separates the red and blue points.
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Figure 2.5: Visual representation of the strengths, B&K-basicness, and CS-basicness of the
color terms on eight languages from the World Color Survey. B&K-basic color words are
shown in blue and B&K-nonbasic terms in red. Our range of reasonable threshold values, I,
is highlighted in yellow; the chosen threshold value t∗ = 0.17 is shown as a black horizontal
line. (upper) Linear scale; (lower) Logarithmic scale, for better resolution of the nonbasic
terms.

Our choice of t∗ determines how well the B&K definition and our CS definition agree: Raising

t∗ will remove CS-basic terms, while lowering t∗ will create CS-basic terms. It is apparent

from Figure 2.5 that allowing the threshold to vary within the interval I will impact Candoshi

(labeled L20 according to the WCS data archives), Kalam (L51), Konkomba (L56), and

Kwerba (L60), and Martu Wangka (L64). The choice of threshold value will have the greatest

impact on Martu Wangka (L64); choosing a sufficiently large threshold value in I can cause

up to two B&K-basic terms to be lost. The two definitions will always coincide for the

Bulgere (L16), Mura Piraha (L74), and Siriono (L87) languages, no matter what value in I

we set as the basicness threshold.

It should be noted that no choice of threshold value can make the B&K- and CS-definitions

agree on all eight sample languages. Any threshold which allows all B&K-basic color terms

of L51 to be considered CS-basic will also allow a B&K-nonbasic term of L20 to be CS-basic.
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Table 2.3: Detailed comparison of B&K-basic color terms and CS-basic color terms on
eight languages from the World Color Survey using t∗ = 0.17. For each language, the
corresponding table shows which color terms are B&K-basic and which color terms are CS-
basic; checkmarks denote basicness, crosses denote non-basicness, and question marks denote
ambiguity (potentially-basic terms). The strengths of each color term are also provided,
rounded to the nearest thousandth. Color terms which do not satisfy either definition and
also have strength less than 0.16 have been omitted for brevity. The numbering assigned by
the WCS Data Archives is used for the languages and color terms.

Language 16: Buglere
Color terms (w) B&K CS CS(w)

1. jutre X X 0.623
2. jere X X 0.537
3. dabe X X 0.528
4. moloin X X 0.532
5. lere X X 0.644
6. leren X X 0.383

Language 20: Candoshi
Color terms (w) B&K CS CS(w)

1. borshi X X 0.764
2. chobiapi X X 0.725
4. kamachpa X X 0.404
5. kantsiripi X X 0.730
6. kavabana X X 0.723
12. pozani × X 0.200
13. ptsiyaro X X 0.730

Language 51: Kalam
Color terms (w) B&K CS CS(w)

1. muk X X 0.472
2. minj-kimemb X X 0.448
3. likan X X 0.584
4. tund X X 0.732
5. mosimb X X 0.177
9. walin X X 0.579

Language 56: Konkomba
Color terms (w) B&K CS CS(w)

1. pipin X X 0.712
2. bombon X X 0.638
3. maman X X 0.732
4. yaankal X X 0.245

Language 60: Kwerba
Color terms (w) B&K CS CS(w)

1. asiram X X 0.623
6. icem X X 0.618
11. kainanesenum ? X 0.182
17. nokonum X X 0.785

Language 64: Martu Wangka
Color terms (w) B&K CS CS(w)

10. karntawarra ? X 0.189
25. maru-maru X X 0.633
26. miji-miji X X 0.621
38. piila-piila X X 0.317
48. yukuri-yukuri X X 0.574

Language 74: Mura Piraha
Color terms (w) B&K CS CS(w)

1. bii sai X X 0.829
2. biopaiai X X 0.656
3. ahoasaaga X X 0.723
4. kobiai X X 0.768

Language 87: Siriono
Color terms (w) B&K CS CS(w)

2. echo X X 0.521
4. eirei X X 0.748
7. erondei X X 0.530
8. eruba X X 0.495
9. eshi X X 0.721
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Table 2.3 gives a numerical breakdown of the B&K-basic color terms and CS-basic color

terms of the sample languages. The table shows that for several languages, there is a large,

empty “distance” that separates the weakest CS-basic terms from the rest of the CS-basic

terms. This large gap might be taken to indicate that some terms which are traditionally

considered basic are actually not used by many people, or perhaps are not used consistently

by the population. If this were the case, there would be a valid argument against classifying

them as basic. Using our method, the removal of such terms as basic could be accomplished

by simply raising the threshold value to an appropriate value.

The color term of L56 which is B&K-basic but not CS-basic is diyun, which has a very low

strength value of 0.0414. Because of this, it can be argued that diyun is not well understood

by L56’s population and thus should not be considered basic. In the L20, the terms tarika and

pozani have interesting properties. The strength value of tarika is 0.119, while the strength

value of pozani equals 0.200. By our construction of CS, it could be argued that pozani is

used more consistently or more frequently than tarika, so pozani should be considered the

“more basic” term. But tarika is B&K-basic while pozani is not B&K-basic, which suggests

the B&K definition does not always consistently capture the notion of “basicness”.

2.2 Category exemplars

2.2.1 Algorithms for finding best exemplars

We adopt the convention that category best exemplars are specific color appearances. There-

fore, in the present approach, consistent with existing investigations of World Color Survey

data, the best exemplar of a color category is constrained to a single colored chip from the

WCS color grid. We developed four algorithms which extract best exemplar candidates from

the WCS data: FFM (the subscript refers to “Focus Map”), which is based on the focus-
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choice task data; FHC (for “High Consensus”), which is based on the color naming task data;

FMM (for “Modal Map”), which is based on the modality-based term maps; FTM (for “Term

Map”), which is based on the individual term maps;. In addition, two supporting algorithms

are also described.

To simplify notations and eliminate the need for subscripts that differentiate languages, let

us suppose we are working with a fixed language L and a fixed color word w.

2.2.1.0.1 Focal Map (FM)Algorithm For each participant p we have the individual

focus map FM(w, p), which gives person p’s choice(s) for the best exemplar for color w.

Participants were sometimes allowed to select multiple colors as the best exemplar of a

category, so we collapse each speaker’s focus-choice data into a single color. Specifically, for

each participant p, we let FM(w, p) be the center of FM(w, p). We define FFM(w) to be

the center of the set { FM(w, p) | p a participant from language L}.

According to data-collection instructions given to WCS experimenters, focus-choice data

were only collected for those terms which, based on B&K theory, were likely to be classified

as basic. For this reason, there are many term-participant pairs that have no individual

focus map, and in fact there are many terms which have no individual focus maps at all.

Due to this absence of observed data, FFM(w) cannot be observed for these terms, though

we have verified that FFM(w) is well defined on all CS-a.basic terms and CS-p.basic terms

in the WCS. Therefore, we restrict our focus-map-based exemplar analyses to color terms

that are CS-a.basic or potentially CS-p.basic.

2.2.1.0.2 High Consensus (HC) Algorithm For each color word w and color c, recall

that

A1(w) ⊇ A2(w) ⊇ · · · ⊇ A|P |−1(w) ⊇ A|P |(w) ,
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and there exists a maximal index M such that 1 ≤M ≤ |P | and AM(w) is nonempty. Then

AM(w) is literally the set of colors which have the highest possible population agreement for

word w according to the color naming data. We call AM(w) the region of highest consensus

for w, and define FHC(w) as the center of AM(w).

It turns out that FHC is, for the most part, not very informative for color terms that are

CS-n.basic. This is because many CS-n.basic color terms observed in WCS data were used by

only one surveyed participant. For such color words, the region of highest consensus AM(w)

will be the term map of one individual, and thus, FHC has no real meaning with respect to a

population’s naming agreement. Therefore, we only restrict our analysis to color terms that

are CS-a.basic or CS-p.basic so that we only discuss terms which are used by a substantial

portion of the population.

2.2.1.0.3 Modal Map (MM) Algorithm For any color word w, we define MM(w)

to be the set of colors that are labeled w more than any other color term. We call the set

MM(w) the modal map of w and define FMM(w) to be the center of MM(w). Note, that

MM(w) is nonempty if and only if w is modal, which means that FMM(w) is only defined

for modal color terms.

2.2.1.0.4 Term Map (TM) Algorithm For each participant p a term map TM(w, p)

is interpreted to be person p’s color category for color w. If, as suggested by Jameson &

D’Andrade [30], we accept the premise that a category exemplar should be as perceptually

different, or as spatially distant in the CIELAB color space, from other category best exem-

plars as possible, then a category best exemplar should occur central to a category’s entire

color region. A natural candidate for the best exemplar of w according to p would therefore

the center of TM(w, p). This single color is denoted by TM(w, p) and represents the focus

of p’s category w according to only the color naming data. We define FTM(w) to be the
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Table 2.4: Comparison of four algorithms for identifying category best exemplars.

FFM FHC FMM FTM
Definition Focus activity Region of H.C. Modal maps Term map centroids

CIE Lab 2 1 1 2

# of samples 657 666 666 666

Average % usage 76.52% 85.03% 74.75% 75.07%

Range % usage 12-100 32 -100 0*-100 16-100

Average # names 3.44 2.76 3.69 3.59

Range # names 1-12 1-11 0*-12 1-12

Perfect usage 103 (15.68%) 198 (29.72%) 71 (10.66%) 85 (12.76%)

Perfect naming 113 (17.20%) 208 (31.23%) 80 (12.01%) 98 (14.71%)

center of the set { TM(w, p) | p a participant from language L}.

2.2.2 Analysis of exemplar methods

Due to the non-uniform distribution of the WCS chips in the CIELAB color space, it is

not useful to study the results given by one algorithm directly against the results given by

another on a term-by-term basis—visually, exemplar candidates that appear close on the

WCS might actually be quite far, or vice versa. Table 2.4 shows statistics obtained by the

results of each focus algorithm together, and we can see from Table 2.4 that although FMM

and FTM are constructed by interpreting the data in sensible ways, they do not perform

as well as FHC . For this reason we propose that FHC is the best candidate method for

identifying best exemplars of basic color category regions using the color-naming data. FFM

uses the focus-naming data and so we would assume it gives the best exemplar predictions.

However, FHC seems to perform better than FFM , and it can be argued that FHC is a strong

exemplar candidate, with or without the availability of FFM .

For “CS-always-basic” and “CS-potentially-basic” color terms, the colors which FHC selects

as focal exemplars tend to have high rates of use for a specific color word; an average of 85%

of the population calls the color FHC(w) by the color word w. In fact, 29.7% of the studied

best exemplars are identified by their corresponding color word by all participants from the
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population. The images in Figure 2.7 illustrate the percentage of “correct” use observed

for each best-exemplar given by FHC ’s algorithm. These figures show that FHC gives good

results in the context of communication accuracy.

By comparison, analyses on focus-choice data FFM ’s derived best exemplars do not yield

similarly strong results, see Figure 2.6. On average only 76.5% of the population identifies

color FFM(w) by color term w, and less than 16% of all assessed best exemplars are identified

by a corresponding color term by all participants surveyed. By the argument used to analyze

FHC , this indicates that FFM is suboptimal, despite being based directly on data from the

focus-choice task. This is probably due to the above mentioned inconsistencies in the WCS

focus-choice data collection.
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Figure 2.6: Analysis of FFM : (a) Histogram displaying the number of color terms with 95-
100% consensus, 90-95% consensus, etc. (b) Pie chart showing how division of all focal colors
(per FFM) into groups of 100% consensus, [90,100)% consensus, [80-90)% consensus, etc; the
smallest (unlabeled) slice represents terms with [20-30)% consensus. In both figures, only
CS-a.basic and CS-p.basic terms are studied.

Table 2.5 shows languages and color terms that are classified as CS-a.basic and potentially

CS-p.basic but which are missing focus-choice data in the WCS archive. In five out of the six

languages, the color terms missing focal data are classified as BK-basic. The sixth language

(L53) was identified earlier as being an unusual WCS language where the differences in the

CS- and BK-definitions could be due to the data collection method.
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Table 2.5: CS-a.basic and CS-p.basic color terms which do not have WCS focus-choice data.
Languages and color terms are numbered according to the WCS Data Archive.

Language Color term Strength of color term BK-basic

3 15. pensaal 0.8161 yes

53 1. ikura 0.1993 no

53 2. iura 0.7741 yes

53 3. ilyby 0.8565 no

66 4. canga/cangu 0.7446 yes

78 7. istak 0.7799 yes

80 3. koomagi 0.2325 yes

80 10. wigium 0.2636 yes

97 5. matak 0.1993 yes

In sum, in addition to concluding that FHC is a reasonable definition for category focal

exemplars, we can also see that in analyses of WCS color-naming data, FHC gives a better

set of focal colors than FFM based on WCS focal-choice data. This suggests that FHC is the

best way to identify focal colors from color-naming data in cases where focus-choice data

may be unreliable or unavailable.

Note that the discrepancy between “perfect usage” (100% of speakers used w to describe the

focus) and “perfect naming” (w was the only name used to describe the focus) in Table 2.4

comes from the fact that participants were sometimes allowed to opt out of labeling a color.

Thus, it is possible that only one word was assigned to a chip across the whole population,

but not everyone used that word to describe the chip.

2.3 Discussion

Human categorization behavior underlies many cognitive functions, including concept forma-

tion, decision making, learning, and communication. Semantic categories, their formation,

best exemplars and boundaries, and cultural influences of these on human behavior, have

been the topic of much empirical study. The cross-cultural literature on color categoriza-

tion suggests that there are universal trends across different systems of color representation.
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Figure 2.7: Analysis of FHC : (a) Histogram displaying the number of color terms with 95-
100% consensus, 90-95% consensus, etc. (b) Pie chart showing how division of all focal colors
(per FHC) into groups of 100% consensus, [90,100)% consensus, [80-90)% consensus, etc. In
both figures, only CS-a.basic and CS-p.basic terms are studied.

Typically this is explained using some form of the B&K concept of “basicness”. The B&K

concept emphasizes linguistic criteria to define basicness, and for several languages (e.g.,

Vietnamese, English) it needs to be relaxed to take into account the everyday uses of lan-

guage and color terminology. Here we develop an alternative definition of “basicness”, using

a new quantitative method rooted solely in color naming data, that identifies “basic cate-

gories” which, perhaps surprisingly, closely resemble those given by the B&K definition. The

present method is arguably more objective than the standard B&K definition because it elim-

inates the need for investigators to impose idiosyncratic constraints or subjective evaluations

based on their understanding of semantics, syntax, or culture.

Our approach is based on a strength function that measures how well the psychological

representation of a color term w is shared. Operationally, this is done in terms of color

chips: for each color term, we determine the degree of agreement among the observers as to

which set of chips is described by color term w; this is a measure of color strength that varies

between 0 and 1, 1 being the strongest. A color term is considered basic if its color strength

exceeds a threshold. A reasonable value for such a threshold, t∗, is determined objectively

by requiring that (1) t∗ admits only modal color terms of any language, (2) t∗ always admits
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at least two color terms per language, and (3) t∗ is relatively stable. Note that conditions

(1), (2), and (3) can be generalized so that they do not specifically apply to color, but also

to other domains. For our analysis we used data provided by the WCS online data archives,

which has color-naming information from an average of twenty-four individuals from each

of 110 languages from around the world. Mathematically, these requirements specify the

interval (0.168,0.3343) for threshold values. For our example, we chose the relatively low

value 0.17. We did not tune the threshold value for the WCS or for our focus subset of its

languages by selecting a best fitting value from the interval.

We define t∗ to be a constant independent of language. A better fit with B&K basicness

could be obtained by varying t∗ with language; we are investigating this possibility in an

objective way using a characterization of population naming agreement and having t∗ de-

pend on such a characterization. We could also narrow the threshold interval by including

additional requirements. For example, conditions could be added that relate threshold values

to the distribution of modal naming of terms within a population. This flexibility makes

our approach very applicable to the study of the classification of other concept domains.

Furthermore, although we present our method as a way to study the categories of individual

languages, it can also be applied to the comparison of color categorization across societies.

BCTs across linguistic societies are considered translation equivalents if they at least have

similar best exemplars. Because our identification of basicness is based on a strength func-

tion, this suggests another route for comparing color categorization schemes: Compare them

in terms of properties of their strength functions. Though this has not been done in this

dissertation, it is certainly a possibility.

Apart from identifying BCTs, this dissertation also provides several methods for mathemat-

ical identification of best exemplars for basic categories. To quantify best exemplars of color

categories we first acknowledge that individual responses from a focus-choice task should

ideally yield the best exemplars for a population’s color categories. We therefore define one
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focal candidate, FFM , based exactly on such data. However, it is possible for focus-choice

data to be inconsistent due to missing information, imposed biases, confusion of participants,

etc. This can result in best exemplars based on FFM as appearing “weak”. Here we pro-

pose an alternative method to identifying a focal candidate FHC which is instead based on

individual responses from a color-naming task. This alternative makes it possible to extract

data-based exemplars even when focus-choice data are not available or reliable. FHC is a

strong candidate for defining category best exemplars because (i) it is intuitively in-line with

our understanding of focal colors, (ii) the methodology used to construct the algorithm is

sound in the sense that it does not impose parameters or rely excessively on non-uniform

metrics, as found in CIELAB distance measures [24], and (iii) its results can be numerically

verified because it consistently provides a color with the highest communication accuracy,

as is desired for a focal color. When checked against FFM using the WCS data, we can see

that FHC gives better results in terms of consistency of usage and population agreement.
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Chapter 3

Further explorations of color

categories

In the methodology described below, we define the strength of a stimulus, in order to argue

whether or not it belongs to a category boundary. We also talk about category boundaries.

3.1 Information from stimulus strength

3.1.1 Stimulus strength (StS)

For a fixed language L and colored chip c, we would like a sense of how well the population

of L names c; that is, we need to create a measure of how consistently the chip (or, colored

stimulus) c is “understood”. We want chips with a high level of naming consensus (meaning

that people generally agree on what name to assign to c) to have high stimulus-strength,

and chips with a low level of naming consensus to have low stimulus-strength.

Function Ind was defined in Equation 2.1 to indicate whether word w was used to name a
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color chip c by the participant p. To measure how much w was used to name c by the whole

population, we use the quantity

S(w, c) =

|P |∑
p=1

Ind(w, p, c)

|P |
, (3.1)

S(w, c) gives the fraction of the population who called c by w. We will use S(w, c) to define

a stimulus-strength function:

StS(c) = max{S(w, c) | w ∈ W } (3.2)

StS(c) gives the largest fraction of the population that can agree on how to name c. StS(c)

will be as large as 1 when all participants agree to call c by the same name; it will be 1/|P | if

each individual used a unique name (or chose not to use a name at all) for c. StS(c) will be

0 if and only if all participants declined to name c; there are only two instances of languages

exhibiting this phenomenon in the WCS data set, and we discuss these in the Appendix.

If we accept the premise that the name of a color chip c is the word w which is assigned

most to c by the population, then we can denote the name of c by name(c) and can find

it by maximizing S(w, c) across all color words. StS(c) therefore gives the fraction of the

population which correctly labels c with name(c), while 1− StS(c) gives the fraction of the

population which does not correctly label c with name(c). So we can think of StS as a

measure of naming consensus, while 1− StS(c) is a measure of naming disagreement.

3.1.1.1 A supporting function H for StS

Shannons entropy is a well-known zero-parameter measure of entropy and is generally re-

garded as a standard tool for measuring the entropy of a discrete random variable. Here, we

employ a normalized Shannon’s entropy to study the amount of noise present in the color
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naming data. We use a language’s aggregate color-naming data to construct a probability

distribution of naming behavior on each color chip, and then use Shannon’s equation to

define the entropy on a color. That is, for a fixed color (or chip) c and word w, we define

hc(w) =
# of people who called c by w

|P |
, (3.3)

where hc(w) can be interpreted as the probability that a random participant will call c by w

(based on stimulus-naming data). The normalized entropy demonstrated by the population

on color c is then calculated by:

H(c) = − 1

ln(|W |)
∑

words w

hc(w) · ln (hc(w)) (3.4)

Note that if some members of the population did not provide a name for color chip c, then

hc(w) would not give a probability distribution, making our use of Shannon’s entropy invalid.

In this case we make the assumption (based on the implied salience of basic color terms)

that a person who did not name c would, if forced to make a choice, pick randomly from the

basic color words with equal probability. Denoting by P∗ > 0 the number of people who did

not name color chip c, we can generalize hc(w) with the following piecewise form:

h∗c(w) =

 hc(w) +
(

P∗
|W∗|P

)
w ∈ W∗

hc(w) otherwise
(3.5)

where W∗ denotes the set of basic color terms of the language.

Thus, for each color c, we have two well-defined values which we can obtain from the naming-

data provided by the population: StS(c) and H(c).
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3.1.1.2 Correlation between StS and H

One would expect that stimulus-strength and entropy are inversely correlated (that is, StS

and H = 1 −H are directly correlated), and indeed we can see in Figure 3.1 that the StS

and H maps appear to be very similar for the six WCS languages chosen for the figure. To

systematically study the relationship between functions StS and H, we calculated Pearson’s

correlation coefficient between the two in the following way. For a fixed language, we use the

WCS chip enumeration to interpret the functions StS and H as vectors of length 330 and

obtain the Pearson correlation coefficient, or rho-value, together with the p-value (against

the null hypothesis: there is no correlation between the two data vectors). Figure 3.2

shows the distribution of rho-values across all WCS languages. The range of rho-values is

demonstrated to be approximately [0.819, 0.982], so no data appears to the left of rho=0.819

and the histogram has been truncated accordingly. All the p-values are extremely small

(< 10(−6)). Table 3.1 shows the rho-values for the six languages in Figure 3.1, as well as the

average rho- value across all 110 languages for comparison.

To further investigate the relationship between StS and H, we compare StS and H values

on all 330 color chips for the 110 languages, providing us with 36300 points of comparison.

Figure 3.3(a) demonstrates that most of the time, the difference between StS and H is very

small, and the distribution drops off quickly with |StS −H|.

Figure 3.3(b) studies the extreme anomalies from (a), namely, the color samples in the 99th

percentile. The 363 terms with the largest |StS(c)−H(c)| values come from 26 languages.

Only 5 of these languages have less than 12 never-basic color terms; see Figure 3.4. The

rest have 12 or more never-basic color terms, many of which are “noise” in the sense that

these words were used so rarely or inconsistently that they can be confidently thrown out

as basic color term candidates. Unfortunately, the presence of these words in a language’s

data set can skew the behavior of Shannon’s entropy H (and therefore H). For example,
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Figure 3.1: Six typical examples chosen from the WCS languages: L12 , L28, L52, L56, L85,
L104 (by row). Column 1 shows the heatmap of the StS function values on the WCS grid
tiles, so that light colors correspond to high stimulus strength and dark tiles correspond to
low stimulus strength. Column 2 shows the heatmaps of the H function values on the WCS
grid tiles, so that light colors correspond to low Shannon entropy and dark tiles correspond
to high entropy. Rho-values are provided in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: Histogram showing the distribution of rho-values (the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient) comparing StS and H for all 110 WCS languages.

Language 62 has six basic color terms (including ABCT’s and PBCT’s) but has a total of 79

color words recorded in its data set. Thus, a color chip can be inconsistently named by L62’s

population while still using only a small fraction of the total naming options—as in Figure

3.3(c), which shows the naming behavior of chip F11 across L62’s color words. Each color

word w, using the enumeration provided by the WCS archives, is a value on the horizontal

axis. Above w is a bar whose area is equal to the ratio of the population naming chip F11

with w. For this figure, we omit the horizontal labels for readability; see Figure 3.5 for a

simpler example using a different language and color chip.

There are five languages which have stimulus-naming behavior that falls in the 99th percentile
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Figure 3.3: (a) Histogram showing the distribution of values of |StS−H| for each WCS color
chip for each language. (b) Histogram showing the distribution of numbers of never-basic
color terms, for each language that has a color terms in the 99th percentile of |StS − H|
values. (c) StS(F11), H(F11) and naming probability distribution hF11 using Language
62’s stimulus-naming data, where the horizontal axis represents L62’s collection of 79 color
words.

Table 3.1: Rho-values (the Pearson correlation coefficient) to demonstrate the correlation
between StS and H for the six languages shown in Figure 3.1, and on average among all
languages.

rho-value
Language 12 0.940374
Language 28 0.937673
Language 52 0.965170
Language 56 0.957812
Language 85 0.966035
Language 104 0.951085
Average (110 languages) 0.946682
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3.3(a) and have less than 12 never-basic color terms. The StS and H maps for these five

languages are shown side by side in the first five rows of Figure 3.4.

L 
45

*
L 

66
L 

74
L 

77
L 

10
5

L 
31

*

Figure 3.4: (rows) L45, L66, L74, L77, L105, and L31. (columns) StS maps on the left, H
maps on the right. The two languages denoted with an * are the two WCS languages which
have StS(c) = 0 for some color c.

Language L45’s data set has unusual characteristics that our algorithm is not designed to
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handle. Standard practice for fieldworkers was to keep track of color words used by the

population’s speakers by recording them as codes (TS for tshaknie, O for oaknie, A for azul).

However, when recording answers during the color-naming activity for L45, dual answers

were permitted and stored as concatenations of codes (TSA and TSO, which correspond to

“extended English blue” and “extended English red”). Our algorithm does not recognize

these concatenations as color word responses to a color chip c, and its default is to assume no

color term was given for c. This results in two irregularities: (1) stimulus-strength equal to 0

for many colors because the data is interpreted to mean that no speaker named those colors,

and (2) increased naming probabilities of all basic color words for chip c, and will cause the

overall entropy of c to increase. While dual-naming is a reasonable real-world phenomenon,

it is rare enough in the data set that we have not yet integrated it into our algorithm.

The next four languages in Figure 3.4, L66, L74, L77, L105, fall above the 0.99 quantile of

|StS−H| and in fact are the only languages in the WCS archives that used four or less color

terms across all stimulus-naming activities and across all participants. We discussed in the

main text that having a very large number of color terms (and simultaneously a large number

of never-basic color terms) can reduce the effect of naming uncertainty on a chip when we

measure entropy. When there is a very small sample space of color names, the opposite effect

can happen—a tiny amount of noise will have an exaggerated effect on overall entropy. For

example, Figure 3.5 shows StS, H, and the distribution of naming probabilities for color

chip E24 using Language 66’s data. We see that although w1 is clearly the “best name”

for chip E24, the small fraction of people who labeled E24 by w2 or w4 add entropy to the

system, meaning that H(E24) is much lower than StS(E24).

The final language in Figure 3.4, Language 31, is not in the 0.99 quantile of |StS −H|. It

is presented here because it is the second and last example of a WCS language which can

have colors words with CS-strength equal to 0. Unlike L45, where the issue arises from

data/notation formatting, L31’s data truly demonstrates that there were colors chips which
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Figure 3.5: Data for color chip E24 using stimulus-naming data from language 66. StS and
H values are shown in red; the blue bar graph shows the distribution of naming probabilities
(color words are represented by numbers along the horizontal axis, corresponding to the
WCS enumeration)

every member of the population could not or would not identify [6]. This lack of information

creates very messy StS and H maps which indicate low general comprehension of the color

space. However, it should be kept in mind that this is a result of our how our methods

handle a lack of information and not necessarily a reflection of the population’s abilities.

3.1.2 No Man’s Land (NML) and Some Man’s Land (SML)

Given the function StS which measures the stimulus-strength of a color chip according to

how consistently it is named by the population, we conjecture that a chip c belongs to a

basic color category if StS(c) is high, while membership to a boundary will be indicated by

lower StS(c). We illustrate this with a simple example.

Figure 3.6 describes the World Color Survey data on the Bulgere language, numbered L16

according to the WCS data archives enumeration. There are six category maps shown, each

corresponding to a single basic color category (i.e. a single basic color term, w). The grid

in each of the maps represents the 330 colored chips used in the WCS, where each chip

corresponds to a unique color as is shaded according to the population term map of w,
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which we can formalize as a function

TMw : C → [0, 1] : c 7→ S(w, c)

As a reference, the chips at the top of each grid represent light colors (English “white”), tiles

on the bottom represent dark colors (English“black”), and the tiles on the far left and far

right represent (in English) “red” colors. In Figure 3.6, the chips in w’s term map which are

marked dark gray or black are called w by a large percentage of the population and therefore

a TMw-value closer to 1; lighter gray shades indicate smaller percentages calling the tile w

and therefore a TMw-value closer to 0. In other words, darkly shaded chips strongly belong

to w’s category while lightly shaded chips weakly belong to w’s category.

We can see in Figure 3.6 that some chips clearly correspond to one category and not any

other; chip E20 belongs only in the category corresponding to w2. However, there are also

many instances of chips weakly belonging to multiple categories. For example, chip F36

seems to weakly belong in the categories of w2, w3, w4, w5, and w6, where F36 seems to be

comparatively more associated with w2, w3, and w6. Stimuli such as these do not have a high

degree of naming consensus according to the population, and might instead be considered

part of category boundary (or several categories’ boundaries).

Figure 3.6: L16’s six basic color categories are shown; the top row shows the categories
corresponding to words w1, w2, w3; the second row shows categories corresponding to words
w4, w5, w6. Dark colors indicate “strong belonging” to a category while light colors indicate
“weak belonging” to a category. Chip F36 is indicated with red arrows; chip E20 is shown
with a blue arrow.

We can look at the stimulus-strength of those same two chips to confirm that StS(E20) is
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very high, while StS(F36) is comparatively quite low. In fact, by comparing all six color

category maps to L16’s StS map (shown in Figure 3.7) we van visually confirm that categories

correspond to collections of high StS chips, while chips which fall on the boundaries between

categories have lower StS values.

Figure 3.7: L16’s stimulus-strength heatmap. 1-StS is plotted in a hot color scheme for easier
viewing. White/light-yellow shading corresponds with high stimulus-strength and dark/red
shading corresponds with low stimulus-strength. Chip F36 is indicated with a black arrow
for contrast; chip E20 is shown with a blue arrow.

In the context of the WCS data set, this justifies our interest in using StS to identify the

colors that belong to some category, and colors which do not. For the set of colors which

do not, we will use the collective term “No Man’s Land” (NML), to stress that they don’t

strongly belong to any category and are weak according to their StS function values. By

analogy, we call the set of chips with high strength “Some Man’s Land” (SML).

We assume that any chip c such that StS(c) is sufficiently large should belong to a category

and therefore is in SML. To formalize the notion of “sufficiently large” we pick a threshold

value tSML and we set StS(c) ≥ tSML as the requirement for c to be in SML. In this way,

tSML acts as a filter which identifies only those colors which belong to a category according

to the populations naming data.

We similarly assume that any chip c with StS(c) that is sufficiently small should belong to

a boundary and therefore is in NML. To formalize the notion of “sufficiently small we pick a

threshold value tNML and we set StS(c) ≤ tNML as the requirement for c to belong to NML.
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Similar to tSML, tNML acts as a filter which identifies only those colors which do not belong

to any category according to the populations naming data.

Note that we can force SML and NML to be disjoint by choosing tNML < tSML. If we

allow SML and NML to have nonempty intersection (that is, if we find it acceptable to have

ambiguous colors which are hard to classify) we can choose tSML ≤ tNML. In this case, for

any chip c satisfying tSML ≤ StS(c) ≤ tNML, we do not assume c must belong in one over

the other, so we include c in both categories.

Intuitively it seems that No Man’s Land should be the union of the color category boundaries,

and that Some Man’s Land should be the union of the color categories. We can therefore

get a rough idea of the shape, size, and locations of the color boundaries and categories of a

language by visualizing the StS, NML, and SML data as maps.

Language 104 Language 66 Language 12

Language 48 Language 61 Language 87

Figure 3.8: No Man’s Land for six WCS languages. Dark red represents StS = 0, white
represents StS = 1 with shades of red continuously representing strengths between 0 and
1. (a) L104, which is identified as a 3BCT language (b) L66, which is identified as a 4BCT
language (c) L12, which is identified as a 5BCT language (d) L48, which is identified as a
3BCT language (e) L61, which is identified as a 4BCT language (f) L87, which is identified
as a 5BCT language .

Figure 3.8 shows the stimulus-strength maps for six additional WCS languages, by plotting

the function StS(c) as a heatmap, so that the StS-strongest tiles are white and the StS-

weakest tiles are dark orange. Interpreting the darkly shaded tiles as No Man’s Land for

each language, we observe that NML for Languages 48, 61, and 87 (bottom row) is smaller

than NML for Languages 104, 66, and 12 (top row). Furthermore, the StS-weakest tiles of
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languages 48, 61, and 87 are weaker than the StS-weakest tiles for Languages 104, 66, and

12 (this is difficult to see from the when the StS maps are plotted in grayscale).

For clarity it is convenient to separate the StS maps into two separate maps: one which

shows low-moderate stimulus-strength (NML), and one which shows moderate-high stimulus-

strength (SML). In our NML maps, dark red or black marks indicate strong belonging to

NML; light orange and yellow indicates ambiguity. In our SML maps, dark red or black

marks indicate strong belonging to SML; light orange or yellow indicates ambiguity. Figure

3.9 shows the NML-SML pairs of stimulus-strength maps for L104, L66, and L12; Figure

3.10 shows the NML-SML pairs of stimulus-strength maps for L48, L61, and L67.

Language 104, NML Language 66, NML Language 12, NML

Language 104, NML Language 66, NML Language 12, NML

Figure 3.9: Stimulus-strength maps for three WCS languages: L104 in column 1, L66 in
column 2, and L12 in column 3. The top row shows NML; dark red and black chips indicate
high belonging to NML, while yellow or white tiles indicate low belonging. The bottom row
shows SML; dark red and black chips indicate high belonging to SML, while yellow or white
chips indicate low belonging.

Language 48, NML Language 61, NML Language 67, NML

Language 48, NML Language 61, NML Language 67, NML

Figure 3.10: Stimulus-strength maps for three WCS languages: L48 in column 1, L61 in
column 2, and L87 in column 3. The top row shows NML; dark red and black chips indicate
high belonging to NML, while yellow or white tiles indicate low belonging. The bottom row
shows SML; dark red and black chips indicate high belonging to SML, while yellow or white
chips indicate low belonging.
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3.1.2.1 Correlations between No Man’s Land and other language features

It is important to emphasize that the NML/SML regions are determined by using a different

set of tools compared to those developed in Chapter 2. In other words, the category-strength

function CS is not used to define NML/SML. At the same time, intuitively it seems that

Some Man’s Land should be the union of the basic color categories, which can be identified

using the category-strength function CS.

By definition, NML and SML are closely related; informally they can be thought of as

complements. Thus, we would expect that NML can also give us insight into the basicness

of a language’s color terms. Using CS and the threshold interval I, we can define the sets of

always-basic color terms (ABCTs), potentially-basic color terms (PBCTs), and never-basic

color terms (NBCTs). We can also use CS to identify a language’s CS-strongest never-basic

term; that is, the term which is in the set of never-basic color terms which is closest to being

classified as potentially-basic. We call this term the NPBCT, for “next potentially-basic

color term”.

We study the correlations between the size of NML and properties of ABCTs, PBCTs, and

NPBCTs, where the size of a region is measured || · ||N. Since our definition NML requires

a threshold value for StS, the size of NML is a function of the threshold value we set

for admittance into NML. Therefore, we do our analysis three times with three different

thresholds: tNML = 0.4, tNML = 0.5, tNML = 0.6. For example, we can see with in the Abidji

language (L1):

• If NML is defined to be the set of all chips c such that StS(c) ≤ 0.4, then No Man’s

land covers about 25% of the color solid’s surface

• If NML is defined to be the set of all chips c such that StS(c) ≤ 0.5, then No Man’s

land covers about 51% of the color solid’s surface
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• If NML is defined to be the set of all chips c such that StS(c) ≤ 0.6, then No Man’s

land covers about 67% of the color solid’s surface

When we compare the three possible sizes of NML to (i) the number of almost-basic color

terms, (ii) the number of potentially-basic color terms, (iii) the size of the next potentially-

basic color term, and (iv) the strength of the next potentially-basic color term, we have

twelve total comparisons for each language. For each figure in Figure 3.11 we plot 110

points, where each point shows the size of a language’s NML against one of (i)-(iv); each

column represents a different threshold value for NML. We include a line of best fit. Using

MATLAB’s corr function, we determine the p-value and rho-value associated with each pair

of data vectors; these values indicate correlation and are given in Table 3.3 and Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Chart of rho-values obtained by comparison of the area of NML against the
number of Always-Basic Color Terms (row 1), against the number of Potentially-Basic Color
Terms (row 2), against the area of the Next Potentially-Basic Color Term (row 3), and
against the strength of the Next Potentially-Basic Color Term (row 4). Each column is
computed by changing the threshold of admittance into NML.

tNML =0.4 tNML =0.5 tNML =0.6
|NML| v #(ABCTs) -0.4265 -0.3914 -0.3409
|NML| v #(PBCTs) 0.3828 0.4647 0.5005
|NML| v |NPBCT | 0.1642 0.2005 0.2273
|NML| v CS(NPBCT ) 0.2819 0.3552 0.3472

We can see that there is indeed a relationship between NML and the various properties of

the color terms. In particular, we observe that

• The area of NML correlates negatively with the number of always-basic color terms.

The more color terms there are, the smaller the area of NML.

• The area of NML correlates positively with the number of potentially-basic color terms.

This is because regions of low agreement usually indicate the presence of weak cate-

gories (potentially basic color terms). It is possible that such categories are (i) in
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Figure 3.11: Each plot contains 110 points, where each point shows the size of a language’s
NML against a certain language-category property. Column 1 shows the results when NML
is truncated with StS ≤ 0.4, column 2 shows the results when NML is truncated with
StS ≤ 0.5, column 3 shows the results when NML is truncated with StS ≤ 0.6. We include
a line of best fit in each graph. See Table 3.3 for corresponding p-values.
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appearing in the language’s categorization scheme, or (ii) disappearing from the lan-

guage’s categorization scheme. One cannot distinguish these two types of dynamics by

studying static data of the type available in the WCS, though we make an effort to

discuss the possibility in Chapter 4.

• The area of NML correlates positively with the area and the category-strength of the

next potentially basic color term. Assuming scenario (i) above (a new category being

created), we can see that the larger and the CS-stronger this new category is, the

larger is the size of the NML that contains it.

Note that Table 3.3 shows that the size of NML and the size of the NPBCT are consistently

the least correlated, regardless of the choice of NML threshold value. This can be explained

when we consider how the NPBCT is defined. Because the NPBCT has inherently low

agreement, we will eliminate almost all tiles from the NPBCT’s category if we demand

too much agreement for a color’s category membership. Thus, while we might demand

k% population agreement for admittance into NML, we only demand k
2
% agreement for

admittance into the NPBCT category. However, Figure 3.12 demonstrates that setting

the threshold as high as 0.25 or 0.3 (tNML = 0.5 or tNML = 0.6) causes the size of the

NPBCT category to be very small for the vast majority of classes; setting the threshold at

0.2 (tNML = 0.4) allows enough variation in the data to see a correlation with the size of

NML.

3.1.2.2 Case Study: Three-category languages

Let us focus on those WCS languages which have three always-basic color terms (ABCTs) ac-

cording to the methods demonstrated in Chapter 2. Table 3.4 shows the seventeen languages

from the WCS which are classified as having three ABCT’s, along with the corresponding

NML size for each language. It is apparent that the size of NML can vary greatly: L77’s
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Figure 3.12: Histograms showing the distribution of the sizes of the NPBCT categories across
all WCS languages. (a) Shows the distribution when we require 20% agreement for admission
into the NPBCT’s category; (b) shows the distribution when we require 25% agreement; (a)
Shows the distribution when we require 30% agreement.

Table 3.3: Chart of p-values obtained by comparison of the area of NML against the number
of Always-Basic Color Terms (row 1), against the number of Potentially-Basic Color Terms
(row 2), against the area of the Next Potentially-Basic Color Term (row 3), and against the
strength of the Next Potentially-Basic Color Term (row 4). Each column represents data
found using different tNML threshold values, as indicated.

tNML =0.4 tNML =0.5 tNML =0.6
|NML| v #(ABCTs) 3.4×10−6 2.4×10−5 2.7×10−4

|NML| v #(PBCTs) 3.7×10−5 3.1×10−7 2.6×10−8

|NML| v |NPBCT | 0.0865 0.0357 0.0169
|NML| v CS(NPBCT ) 0.0028 1.4×10−4 2.0×10−4

NML covers less than 10% of the WCS surface regardless of definition of NML, while L3’s

NML covers more than 48% of the WCS surface regardless of definition of NML.

In general, it seems that those languages which have no potentially basic color terms (PBCTs)

have small NML while languages with more PBCTs have larger NML. Figure 3.13 explains

the concept of not having PBCTs. In this figure, category-strength of the color words is

marked along vertical lines corresponding to each of the six languages with zero PBCTs.

The yellow region (between the category-strength function values of 0.168 and 0.3343) is the

range for PBCTs. Terms with category-strength above this range are always basic, and terms

with category-strength below this range are never basic. Not having any PBCTs means that

no new categories are being created in the language (or no categories are on their way out),
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Table 3.4: WCS languages with three ABCTs, together with their language families, orga-
nized by the relative size of their NML. The size of NML (with respect to various thresholds)
is given as the percentage of the color surface covered by NML.

Language Family Language #(PBCTs) NML0.4 NML0.5 NML0.6

Niger-Congo 77. Nafaanra 0 0.3 1.4 7.1
Niger-Congo 104. Wobe 0 0.0 2.8 7.2
Niger-Congo 36. Ejagam 0 0.9 3.9 10.4
Niger-Congo 105. Yacouba 0 1.7 5.7 16.6
Niger-Congo 14. Bete 0 6.7 17.4 25.5
Trans-New Guinea 60. Kwerba 1 8.5 28.1 36.3
Niger-Congo 56. Konkomba 1 10.2 29.7 42.7
Australian 64. Martu Wangka 2 15.0 31.7 45.5
Sepik-Ramu 49. Iwam 2 16.1 34.9 50.6
Niger-Congo 73. Mundu 2 22.7 39.8 68.0
Niger-Congo 43. Gunu 1 41.5 50.4 59.0
Niger-Congo 1. Abidji 3 25.2 51.2 67.1
Australian 103. Walpiri 3 38.8 60.2 73.3
Australian 76. Murinbata 2 36.3 62.7 72.6
Austronesian 3. Casiguran Agta 2 48.0 68.4 74.9
Austronesian 48. Ifugao 0 48.9 69.3 72.6
Australian 58. Kuku-Yalanji 2 36.9 69.6 77.2

so usually this means that most color chips will be classified with a good degree of agreement

to one of the existing basic color categories. As a consequence, the NML for such languages

is typically small (see Table 3.4).

A notable exception is L48, which has zero PBCT’s but a large NML size compared to the

other 0PBCT’s. The basic color categories for this language are shown below in Figure 3.15

along with additional categories; NML for L48 is shown with the NML maps of the other

0PBCT languages in Figure 3.14.

To see why L48 is the only one in this group with a large NML, we look more closely at

the color terms of the 0PBCT languages. In Figure 3.13 we can see that L48 has the CS-

weakest always-basic color term out of all of the zero PBCT languages, and also has the

CS-strongest never-basic color term out of all of these languages. In fact, L48 has four
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Figure 3.13: Visual representation of the category-strengths of color terms, CS, reported
by our sample WCS languages. Each color term is plotted above its language number at
a height which corresponds to its category-strength. The the range of threshold values for
basicness is highlighted; any terms below the highlighted region are never classified as basic.

Language 77, NML Language 104, NML Language 36, NML

Language 105, NML Language 14, NML Language 38, NML

Figure 3.14: NML maps of 0-PBCT languages. (a) L77; (b) L104; (c) L36; (d) L105; (e)
L14; (f) L48

never-basic color terms which are CS-stronger than the never-basic color terms of any other

of these languages. Only three tick marks appear on the graph because two of the color
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terms have extremely close CS-strengths. The two CS-strongest never-basic color terms,

kinunid (w7) and meatta/ematta (w5), have CS-strengths 0.1407 and 0.1403 respectively;

the other two never-basic color terms of high CS-strength which are visible in Figure 3.13

are malulaw (w4) and bagiw (w6), which have CS-strengths 0.1210 and 0.1144 respectively.

It turns out that the four CS-strongest never-basic terms of L48 are related. The terms

w7 and w4 are both used to describe the set of colors roughly corresponding to English

orange, while w5 and w6 are both used to describe colors roughly corresponding to English

green. This can be observed in the terms maps displayed in Figure 3.15(middle) below.

This discrepancy in category naming causes the CS values to be weakened even though the

category regions are consistent, and also causes the StS values to be lowered as well, which

leads to a very large NML.

3.2 Category boundaries

If a color category for a word w is the set of colors which the population strongly associates

with w, the boundary or w is the set of colors which the population weakly associates with

w. That is, the boundary of w should be the set of colors which are somewhat related to w

by the population, but are also related to other words. w’s boundary should include exactly

the colors which are weakly in w’s category, and not strongly in any other category. We can

therefore think of the boundary of w as the intersection of w’s category with NML.

As we have done with defining basic color categories and NML, we propose a numerical

data-based method of identifying a color word’s category boundary. For a color word w, the

function S(w, c) (Equation (3.1)) indicates how well the color chip c belongs to w’s category.

This function is zero if a chip does not belong to category w. The maximum of this function
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over all color chips gives the highest value found in w’s term map, or category:

M(w) = max
c
S(w, c) (3.6)

with 0 ≤M(w) ≤ 1. Intuitively, CS-weaker categories will have a lower value of M(w) com-

pared to CS-stronger categories, because of the lower degree of agreement in the population.

M(w) = 1 if there is a chip such that everyone agrees that it belongs to w.

To define the boundary of a given category w, let us postulate that a boundary chip must

have stimulus-strength StS(c) that is less that A ·M(w), where 0 < A < 1 is a parameter

and StS(c) is defined in Equation (3.2). This serves to make sure that the chip does not

strongly belong to any category. Further, we postulate that the chip must somewhat belong

to category w. This can be achieved by simply requiring that S(w, c) > 0. This condition

however turns out to be too weak, because it allows chips that were only named w once (say,

due to noise) to belong to the category. We therefore use a stronger condition S(w, c) > B,

where 0 < B < 1 is some small number. These considerations lead us to the following

definition of a boundary of category B:

BSw(c) =


S(w, c), StS(c) < A ·M(w) and S(w, c) > B,

0, otherwise

(3.7)

From this definition, we can see: (1) if a chip c belongs very strongly to any category, StS(c)

will be greater than A ·M(w) and the chip will not be in any boundary; (2) if a chip c is

not associated with w very much (say, only used once to describe w), again the chip will not

belong to the boundary of w; (3) How strongly a chip belongs to the boundary is defined by

how much it belongs to the category w. BSw(c) is therefore a function which measures how

well a chip c fits into the category boundary of w. We therefore refer to the function BSw

as the boundary-strength function for w.
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3.2.1 Case study with A = 0.75, B = 0.05

To define the boundary of a given category w, let us set A = 0.75 and B = 0.05. Using

Equation 3.7 we then have the function

BSw(c) =


S(w, c), StS(c) < 0.75M(w) and S(w, c) > 0.05,

0, otherwise

(3.8)

which assigns low BSw-values to chips that are strongly in any category or not associated

with w’s category. However, chips which are weakly associated with w and not with any

other color word are given higher BSw values. Therefore, BSw effectively measures the

extent to which a color c falls into the boundary of w, in a similar way that StS measures

the extent to which a chip is consistently named.

Figure 3.15(right) presents an example of using the boundary-strength function BSw(c)

on the data for language 48 of WCS. Only categories with CS > 0.1 are presented, and

their category-strengths are indicated on the left. For each category w, we plot function

S(w, c), which roughly identifies its region in the color space; these plots are presented in

the left panels of the figure. Please note that these plots are rather noisy, because they

include chips that were named w even once. The right panels of Figure 3.15 show boundary-

strength, BSw(c), for each of the color terms. For reference, we also included the chips that

belong to the region of highest consensus for each color category in blue. These chips satisfy

S(w, c) = M(w), and are used in Chapter 2 to determine the color category’s best exemplar

FHC(w). One can see that the plots for BSw(c) are less noisy than the corresponding plots

of S(w, c), because they exclude the weakest of the category’s chips.
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Figure 3.15: Calculating boundary-strength term maps for Language 48 in WCS. Only the
categories with CS > 0.1 are used. (left) The category-strength value CS for each of the five
categories is given. (middle) Function S(w, c) > 0 for each category is shown as a heatmap
with darker colors corresponding to higher values. The left top chip’s value is artificially set
to 1 so that the colors in the graphs for all categories correspond to each other. (right) The
category boundaries are shown as heatmaps of function BSw(c) for each category. The chips
with maximal S(w, c) for each category are shown in blue.

3.2.2 Correlations when A = 0.75, B = 0.05

Function BSw(c) allows us to evaluate different characteristics of color boundaries and com-

pare them with other measurements available to us. The analysis below was performed by

calculating various characteristics for all languages, and we restricted ourselves to categories

with category-strength CS > 0.1. The distribution of the number of such categories in

different languages is shown in Figure 3.16(a).

We define the boundary mass as the number of chips in a specific category whose boundary-
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Figure 3.16: Correlating color boundary mass with the number of categories. (a) The dis-
tribution of the number of categories with category-strength > 0.1 among languages. (b)
The boundary mass for each category plotted against the number of categories in the given
language. (c) The category mass for each category plotted against the number of categories
in the given language. The relative boundary mass defined as the boundary mass divided by
the category mass, for each category plotted against the number of categories in the given
languages. Each blue point represent a category w of a language, and red vertical lines show
mean (among all languages with the same number of categories) together with the standard
deviation.

strength is nonzero, i.e. BSw(c) > 0. Similarly, the category mass is defined as the number

of chips in a specific category whose category-strength is nonzero, and which do not belong

to the boundary, i.e. S(w, c) ≥ 0.75M(w). It bears mentioning that here we use the counting

method of computing size size and not the triangulation method, but it turns out that the

two methods behave very similarly when studying category and boundary sizes (this will be

addressed in a moment). With this definition, category regions and category boundaries do

not intersect.
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In Figures 3.16(a) and (b), the category mass and boundary mass for each category of all

languages is plotted against the number of categories in the languages. Both quantities

strongly decay with the number of categories. In other words, the more categories are in a

languages, the smaller they are and the smaller their boundaries are. In Figure 3.16(d) we

show the relative mass of color boundaries (that is, the mass of a boundary divided by the

mass of the corresponding category) as a function of the number of categories. This quantity

does not exhibit an obvious trend.

Figure 3.17: The dependence of boundary mass on the category mass. (a) The scatter plot
from the WCS data for all categories with category-strength > 0.1. (b) Same data split by
category-strength.

To explore this further, consider Figure 3.17 (a), which presents the scatter plot of the

boundary mass versus the category mass (blue points). In Figure 3.17(b), we split color

categories by category-strength. We can see that CS-stronger categories have a smaller

boundary-to-area ratio, which indicates that CS-stronger categories have relatively less fuzzy

boundaries. This is further illustrated in Figure 3.18, where the mean boundary-to-category

mass ratio is represented as a function of category-strength. One can see a significant decline

in this ratio for CS-stronger categories.

To make sense of the dependence of the boundary mass on category mass, we have made

a hypothetical model of circular color categories and their boundaries (Figure 3.19). We

considered a grid made up of unit squares, and performed the following calculation. For
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Figure 3.18: Data for all categories with category-strength > 0.1. (a) The mean boundary-to-
category mass ratio ordered by category-strength. (b) Relative boundary mass by category-
strength.

circles of different radii, we counted the numbers of squares whose centers fit inside the

circle, which represented the category mass. Then, we counted the number of squares whose

centers were no more than one unit outside the radius of the circle, which represented the

boundary (1 tile thick, panel (b)). Similarly, we performed such calculations for 2-unit

thick boundaries (these included the squares less than 2 units outside the radius of the

circle) (panel (c) and the blue line in panel (a)). Boundaries with 3-unit, 4-unit, and 5-unit

thickness are also included in panel (a); as expected, the theoretical curves resemble a square

root dependence. One can see that for CS-strong categories (Q> 0.8), the points in panel

(a) fall under the line corresponding to 2-unit thick boundary model. For categories with

CS-strength between 0.7 and 0.8, almost all the points fall under the line corresponding to

3-unit thick boundary model, etc.

Considering that these grid-circles are convex, simply connected, and symmetric, they could

be thought of as an idealization of a category shape (the corresponding boundaries are “most

ideal” in the sense that they have uniform thickness around the categories). Our analysis

shows that although real-world categories can lack some or all of these features, there is a

clear relationship between the real-world results and the theoretical ideal. Furthermore, the

pattern suggests what we intuitively expect: CS-strong categories, where a word is being
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Figure 3.19: Explanation of the dependence of boundary mass on the category mass. (a) The
scatter plot from the WCS data is given together with theoretical result based on the circular
category model. Four such models are shown (with boundaries ranging from 1-unit thick to
4-unit thick). The theoretical model is explained in panel (b) for 1-unit thick boundaries
and (c) for 2-unit thick boundaries.

used to name a region of colors very consistently, tend to have relatively thin boundaries.

It is natural to also use our triangulation method (utilizing the area function || · ||N) to study

the relationchip between category size and boundary size. Figure 3.20 reproduces the work

behind Figure 3.17 with || · ||N; we can see that the two methods of finding area give very

similar results.
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Figure 3.20: (a) Shows the scatter plot comparing category size and boundary size of all
WCS color terms satisfying CS(w) > 0.1, color coded according to CS value; see Figure
3.18 for key. (b) Shows relative boundary mass per category-strength. Both figures compute
strength using || · ||N.

It is not feasible to reproduce the analysis of circular models with || · ||N—the irregular
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distribution of WCS chips on the color solid’s surface means that the area of a circle with

r-unit radius will vary according to its location on the grid. However, the fact that we

obtain similar results using the two methods of finding area (when comparing category size

to boundary size) indicates that chip-counting is an acceptable substitute for || · ||N.

3.3 Discussion

Human categorization behavior underlies many cognitive functions, including concept forma-

tion, decision making, learning, and communication. Semantic categories, their formation,

best exemplars and boundaries, and cultural influences of these on human behavior, have

been the topic of much empirical study. The literature suggests that there are “universal

trends” across different representations of color categorization systems, and basic color cate-

gories together with their boundaries provide a way to conceptualize such universality across

languages. For our analysis and examples we used data provided by the World Color Survey

online data archives, which has stimulus-naming information from an average of twenty-four

people from each of 110 languages from around the world. Using these data, we were able to

identify the location of color category boundaries. Because our definition of color category

boundaries is rooted in numerical methods, it has the benefit of being completely indepen-

dent of subjective evaluations of the investigator involving semantical meaning and implied

role of syntax. A possible extension of this work could be a hybrid approach that combines

our purely numerical methodology with information particular to the cognitive domain of

interest and its specific features.

Using our methodology, we were able to visualize the color boundaries and study their

shapes. Color categories are not uniformly sized or shaped; in fact, depending on how much

agreement one demands for membership into a category, the category may not be simply

connected or convex. As a result, categories can potentially come in a variety of shapes.
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Further, boundaries can vary in thickness, and even the boundary of a given color can have

varying thicknesses. Despite this complexity, there are specific patterns in the behavior of

the category mass and their boundary. For example, the boundary-to-category mass ratio

is a decreasing function of category-strength (that is, CS-stronger categories have relatively

thinner boundaries), and boundary mass obeys a “square root”-like law as a function of

category mass (that is, roughly speaking, color categories behave like 2D circles).

We have identified a relationship between color boundaries and Shannon’s entropy. The

stimulus-strength function (StS) used for color boundary identification was shown to pos-

itively correlate with H, or, negatively correlate with entropy. Interestingly, entropy and

information theory considerations have been used by others to study categorization [31, 32].

In this regard, we would like to comment on the general ideas behind our choice of method-

ology. When creating a mathematical tool to study a natural phenomenon, one can hardly

claim that the methodological choices are unique. In principle, one could come up with

multiple ways to mathematically define color boundaries, of which we have only used two:

the method of the stimulus-strength function and the method of Shannons entropy. In order

to make sure that our contribution is useful and results are robust, we have compared these

two very different methods to each other, and showed that they give compatible results.

Our conceptual approach may also have relevance to other domains, where human catego-

rization has been studied [33], such as vowel boundaries [34], facial categories and emotions

[35, 36, 37], semantic boundaries [38], social categories [39], categories of aging [40], music

[41], tastes and flavors [42, 43, 44]. The methodology developed here can be used in many

contexts, ranging from theoretical explorations of categorization behavior in different cog-

nitive domains, to commercially oriented market studies. It requires empirically obtained

data that record individual responses to straightforward questions. For example, in vowel

categorization, identifying vowel boundaries and their motion is a widely studied problem,

see e.g. [45] for the theory of vowel change, and [46] that considers a mathematical model of
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vowel movement. Identifying “Some Man’s Land” and “No Man’s Land” in this context can

provide a valuable tool for informing dynamical models of vowel evolution. Another example

is music classification, where observers are asked to classify musical pieces into genres. Vari-

ous methods have been developed to perform such classification automatically, see e.g. [47].

From the market research perspective, it may be interesting to understand the consumers’

behavior both inside genre categories and at category boundaries (in our terminology, inside

the No Man’s Land), where patterns and trends may be different.

To conclude, in this paper we developed a set of novel methods for quantitative, auto-

mated, data-based studies of color categorization with the emphasis on category boundaries.

Further directions include investigation of gender-related differences in categorization and

classification of languages based on color boundary features.
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Chapter 4

Applications of our methods

It has been postulated (and subsequently, studied for the past several decades) that languages

have specific categorization schemes shared among population members, which promote effi-

cient learning and communication among speakers. Evolution of color categories in different

cultures has been the topic of much discussion [8, 48, 49, 50, 11].

Unfortunately, the WCS data was collected once for each WCS language, meaning that the

data set provides static information. We therefore focus on methods to identify possible

indicators of evolution based on static color-naming data. First, we address the notion

of “color stability” by comparing the functions StS and H from Chapter 3. Second, we

study categorization behavior of males and females to address the question: Is it possible

that these subgroups in the population exhibit significant and systematic differences in their

color categorization?
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4.1 Identifying movement of category schemes

4.1.1 Classification of color chips using StS and H

Given a basic color term w, we can use the aggregate naming data provided by a population

to identify the colors which belong in w’s corresponding color category—this is represented

in the population’s term map for w, TMw. Alternatively, we can use the aggregate naming

data and the stimulus-strength function StS to identify the regions of chips where color

categories may be present in the color space, according to a specific language. In Chapter

3, we combined these two ideas to show that given a basic color term w, we can identify the

colors which belong in the boundary of the corresponding category.

A natural question that arises is as follows: can we reverse the process, so that given a color

c, we determine if c belongs in a color category? To study this, we note that StS(c) gives us

information about how many people, at most, will agree to name c; if we adopt the convention

that the “correct” name for c is the color word which is used most frequently, StS(c) tells

us the fraction of the population which correctly names c. This, however, does not provide

any insight into the relationship between c and the other color words of the language. To

take all color words into account and get sense of the population’s general naming behavior,

we consider the color’s entropy, H(c) (or alternatively, the function H = 1−H), in addition

to the color’s strength StS(c).

We have already explored some examples of languages where StS and H showed dramatic

differences. For the more typical languages, we can use StS and H to classify color chips

according to the population’s naming data:

• Type I: Color belongs in a specific category. Colors which are Type I have high

naming consensus with respect to the population, such that all or almost all speakers
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place the color in the same category; an example in English would be cb =“the color of

blood” which all English speakers place in the red category. Thus we expect StS(cb)

to be very close to 1 (which will imply that entropy is low and H will also be close to

1). Figure 4.1(b)(i) shows StS, H, and the distribution of naming behavior of a Type

I color.

• Type II: Color belongs in the boundary of a category, or the boundaries of

several categories. Colors which are Type II will for the most part only be called a

small handful of names and will therefore have medium StS values. If H is relatively

higher (corresponding to lower entropy), we expect that there is not much variety in

how the population names c, meaning it belongs in the boundaries of several categories.

If, however, H is relatively low (corresponding to higher entropy), we expect that c

belongs to the boundary of one category, but cannot be reasonably associated with

any other categories. Figure 4.1(b)(ii) shows StS, H, and the distribution of naming

behavior of a Type II color where H is relatively high. We can see that there are two

potential categories for this color, where one is not dramatically favored over the other.

• Type III: Color does not belong in any category or boundary. Colors which

are Type III cannot be associated with any color word by the population, either because

of a lack of experience with the color or a lack of need for categorizing the color. This

will correspond to low StS values (which will imply entropy is high and H will be close

to 0). Figure 4.1(b)(iii) shows StS, H, and the distribution of naming behavior of a

potentially Type III color. We can see that five out of 11 names were used to label

this color, where no single name is used dramatically more frequently than the others.
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(a) Stimulus-strength map with locations of sample color stimuli marked.
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(b) Distribution of name usage for the sample colors (i) C33 (ii) C14, (iii) F10.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of three types of tiles, using Language 12 from the World Color
Survey. (a) The StS map with three color chips marked. (b) Data for each of the three
chips, where StS and H values are heights of the left and right red bars, respectively, and
the distribution of naming behavior is shown in blue. Each name is plotted over the number
corresponding to the WCS enumeration, as in Figure 3.3(c) and Figure 3.5.

4.1.2 Case studies: L12 and L48

In Figure 4.1 we use L12 as an example to illustrate how StS and H can guide the catego-

rization of color chips into Type I, Type II, and Type III categories. We expand this example

in Figure 4.1, and also provide L48 as an example of a more unusual language in Figure 4.2.

4.1.3 Discussion of color classification and category evolution

Using the entropy function that can be readily calculated by using the field data of the World

Color Survey, we are able to classify color chips into three distinct categories, depending on

the informational content for a given chip: (I) a chip strongly belonging to a color category;

(II) belonging to a boundary between two or more categories; (III) not belonging to a
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category or a boundary. The last two cases can be interpreted in terms of evolution and

temporal dynamics of color categories, although such temporal information is absent from

the WCS dataset, which by construction presents only one “snapshot” of each language’s

history.

Type (II) chips are on a boundary in the sense that there are several viable names which

that color could be called. This could be explained by (1) several stable categories and

the natural confusion that happens where they meet, (2) one existing category “overtaking”

another existing category so that one is growing and the other is shrinking, (3) the existence

of a single stable category which has multiple names competing to name the region.

Type (III) chips belong nowhere in the sense that there is no viable name or set of names

which those colors could be called. This could be explained by a lack of familiarity with

the color or, equivalently, a lack of need for categorizing the color. We expect that as the

language advances and the culture becomes more industrialized, these colors will either (1)

become absorbed as existing categories grow or (2) coagulate into new categories.

Note that the static nature of the WCS data set makes it impossible to determine the

actual direction of the evolutionary process, and it is impossible to distinguish between a

category expanding and shrinking in the absence of other sources of information on the given

language. Despite this limitation, our method allows identification of features that signal

dynamic changes using static data.
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Table 4.1: Analysis of L12’s naming behavior for certain color chips. By row: chips C33,
F39, C14, H16, G33, F10. For a given chip c, figures in the second column show StS(c) and
H(c) as red bars, respectively, as well as the probability distribution of naming behavior for
chip c in blue. Color words are represented here using their assigned WCS enumeration and
are plotted along the horizontal axis, with the height of the blue bar above word w being
determined by the fraction of the population naming c by w.

     

 

 

 

 

 

Type Graph Description of color

Type 1 a)

StS H
0

0.5

1

           
 

 

 

C33. StS value is equal to 1, so we expect that color C33
should fall neatly into a category. Indeed, when considering
the distribution of word use on this color, exactly one word
is used by the population.

Type 1 b)

StS H
0

0.5

1

           
 

 

 F39. StS value is very close to 1, and H is relatively lower.
So we expect that color F39 should fall neatly into a cat-
egory, with some extra “noise”. Indeed, when considering
the distribution of word use on this color, one word is used
by the vast majority of the population but not by all of the
population.

Type 2 c)

StS H
0

0.5

1

           
 

 

 C14. StS value is medium-high, and H is relatively higher.
We therefore expect that color C14 does not strongly be-
long to one category, but instead weakly belongs to a small
number of categories. Indeed, we can see that C14 has ex-
actly two potential names, meaning that C14 falls on the
boundary between two categories.

Type 2 d)

StS H
0

0.5

1

           
 

 

 

H16. StS value is medium-high, and H is relatively higher.
We therefore expect that color H16 dos not strongly be-
long to one category, but instead weakly belongs to a small
number of categories. Indeed, we can see that H16 has two
exactly three potential names, such that two are used often
and the third is not. This could mean that H16 falls on the
boundary between two categories, and in the peripheral of
a third category.

Type 2-3 e)

StS H
0

0.5

1

           
 

 

 

G33. StS value is medium-low, and H is relatively higher.
We therefore expect that color G33 dos not strongly be-
long to one category, but instead weakly belongs to a small
number of categories. Indeed, we can see that G33 has two
exactly three potential names, such that two are used often
and the third is used less often. This could mean that G33
falls on the boundary between two categories and in the
peripheral of a third category; this could also mean that
G33 falls on the boundary of three categories.

Type 3 f)

StS H
0

0.5

1

           
 

 

 
F10. StS value is low. We therefore expect that color F10
dos not strongly belong to any category. Indeed, we can see
that the population used 5 out of 11 color words to name
F10 with no clear “best name”. This could mean that F10
is not well understood by the language or culture.
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Table 4.2: Analysis of L48’s naming behavior for certain color chips. By row: chips F40,
B31, F20, C39, I7, E27, F10. For a given chip c, figures in the second column show StS(c)
and H(c) as red bars, respectively, as well as the probability distribution of naming behavior
for chip c in blue. Color words are represented here using their assigned WCS enumeration
and are plotted along the horizontal axis, with the height of the blue bar above word w being
determined by the fraction of the population naming c by w.

     

 

 

 

 

 

Type Graph Description of color

Type 3 a)

StS H
0

0.5

1

   
 

 

 

F40. StS and H are both close to 1, so we expect that
color F40 should fall neatly into a category. Indeed, when
considering the distribution of word use on this color, one
word is used by the vast majority of the population.

Type 1 b)

StS H
0

0.5

1

   
 

 

 

B31.StS and H are equal to 1, so we expect that color B31
should fall neatly into a category. Indeed, when considering
the distribution of word use on this color, exactly one word
is used by the population.

Type 2 c)

StS H
0

0.5

1

   
 

 

 
F20. StS value is medium-high, and H is relatively higher.
We therefore expect that color F20 dos not strongly be-
long to one category, but instead weakly belongs to a small
number of categories. Indeed, we can see that F20 has two
very reasonable names, along with some minor noise. This
could mean that F20 falls on the boundary between two
categories, and possibly the peripheral of a third category.

Type 2 d)

StS H
0

0.5

1

   
 

 

 
C39. StS value is medium, and H is relatively higher. We
therefore expect that color C39 dos not strongly belong to
one category, but instead weakly belongs to a small number
of categories. We can see that C39 has one reasonable
name, two weak names, and some additional noise. This
could mean that C39 falls on the boundary of one category,
and possibly the the boundary of two more categories.

Type 2 e)

StS H
0

0.5

1

   
 

 

 

I7. StS value is medium-low, while H is relatively much
higher. We therefore expect that color I7 does not strongly
belong to a category, but instead falls on several boundaries
(the high H-value further indicated a lack of noise in color
naming behavior). Indeed, we see that I7’s “best” name is
not used by the majority of speakers, but there are only
two other potential names for I7 (there is another term,
which is hardly used). This could mean that C39 falls on
the boundary of three categories.

Type 3 f)

StS H
0

0.5

1

   
 

 

 E27. StS value is low. We therefore expect that color E27
dos not strongly belong to any category. Indeed, we can see
that the population used 8 out of 23 color words to name
E27, such that no word has a strong lead over the others.
This could mean that E27 is not well understood by the
language or culture.

Type 3 g)

StS H
0

0.5

1

   
 

 

 
F10. StS value is low, but H is higher for F10 than for E27.
We therefore expect that color F10 dos not strongly belong
to any category, but that there is less uncertainty for F10
than for E27. Indeed, we can see that the population used
only 6 color words to name F10, such that 3 words are
nearly equally likely to be the “best name” for F10, and
one term is hardly used at all.
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4.2 Categorization differences in subpopulations: fe-

male vs. male

Many studies in the past have demonstrated that there are measurable differences in the

way males and females see, perceive, and talk about color. For example, in children, there

is a minimum age for correct and consistent color naming, and acquisition among girls is

generally faster than among boys [51]. It has further been reported that females have a larger

word repertoire and use more elaborate terms to describe color [52, 53, 52, 54, 55], and they

also tend to be better than males at matching colors from memory [56]. In a triad study of

[57], it was found that males placed less weight on inter-stimulus separation along a red-green

axis but more on a lightness axis as compared to females. Those findings may reflect sex

differences in cultural factors relating to range of available color terms and access to them.

Similar patterns have been observed for different languages and cultures [58]. Another cross-

cultural study showed that women’s color preferences were different from those of men [59].

In particular, females preferred the red end of the L–M cone opponent axis while males

displayed a bias toward the green end of the same axis.

It is well known that the genetics of blue-yellow and red-green sensitivity are different, be-

cause the former is transmitted on an autosomal gene, while the latter on the X chromosome

[60, 61]. Therefore, males are more likely than females to be dichromates (Mollon, 1986),

although the percentage of dichromates in different geographic regions is variable [62]. In

addition, females have a higher chance to be heterozygous carriers of deutan color vision de-

ficiencies (and thus potentially have a genetic make-up for tetrachromacy [63, 64]). A large

number of studies have been carried out to determine what types of physiological/perceptual

differences might exist between males and females in different aspects of color vision. Differ-

ences in unique hue appearance have been reported [65, 66], as well as different performance

in color matching experiments [67, 68, 69], with females exhibiting a larger matching range
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(see also [70]). It was hypothesized that the differences can be ascribed to the presence of

carriers of color deficient genes in the female population. Excluding these individuals results

in reducing the differences below statistical significance, see also [71]. In several other recent

studies, significant differences in male and female visual functions were reported, related to

color appearance [72] and peripheral vision [73].

The studies reported above encompass a range of fields, from physiology to psychology and

linguistics. It is becoming evident that there are differences in male vs female processing

of color information, that these differences are observed at different levels (from perception

to processing to color vocabulary), and can be attributed to a range of mechanisms (from

physiological to behavioral and social). In the current study we ask the question of whether

these differences may play a role in the evolution of color categorization and emergence of

new color categories in individual languages. Therefore, we seek evidence of male-female

differences in color categorization across the world cultures. Using the data from World

Color Survey (WCS) [28], and the methods previously presented in our work [21], we apply

rigorous quantitative analysis of color categories by male and female subpopulations, and

observe statistically significant differences in male and female responses.

4.2.0.1 Female and male BCTs

In Chapter 2, we defined a category strength function, CS, which ranged in [0, 1] and mea-

sured the degree of agreement of the population with regards to different color words. We

then used this function to identify the set of basic color terms with respect to a thresh-

old value t∗, which we denote W∗. For these words, the category strength exceeds a given

threshold, t∗: for w ∈ W∗, CS(w) ≥ t∗.

We can further identify two cut-off values, tlow and thigh, which allow one to judge just

how strong the CS function is for different color terms. If SC(w) < tlow, we say that
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the corresponding color term is never-basic. Further, if CS(w) > thigh, then the term is

always-basic. Finally, for the intermediate cases with tlow < CS(w) < thigh, we say that the

term is potentially-basic. Based on the statistics of the WCS, we identified tlow = 0.168 and

thigh = 0.334, see [21].

Now we apply the methods and ideas of Chapter 2 to the male and female subpopulations

separately. Let PF denote the set of female speakers in the population. For all w ∈ W , we

define

rw(i) = {all chips called w by i ∈ PF}.

Then for two female observers, i, j ∈ PF , i 6= j,

rw(i) ∩ rw(j)

gives the set of color chips called w by both female speakers i and j. We can summarize

pairwise agreement on word w across the entire female population with

CSF (w) =
1

|PF |(|PF | − 1)

∑
i,j∈PF

(
|rw(i) ∩ rw(j)|
|rw(i)|

+
|rw(i) ∩ rw(j)|
|rw(j)|

)

By construction, CSF (w) ∈ [0, 1] for all w ∈ W . This function measures the female popu-

lation agreement as to how word w is used. Using function CSF and the threshold values

from [21], we can identify the color words, and therefore the corresponding color categories,

which are always-, potentially-, or never-basic with respect to the female subpopulation’s

color naming behavior.

The construction of the word-strength function for the male subpopulation of a language,

CSM , is similar. This function measures the male population agreement as to how word

w is used. We can use CSM to identify color words, and therefore the corresponding color

categories, which are always-, potentially-, or never-basic with respect to the male subpop-

ulation’s color naming behavior.
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For convenience, we will use “basic” to describe almost- or potentially-basic color terms, and

“nonbasic” to describe never-basic color terms.

Plots of female and term maps are presented in the Applendix, for all the languages in

WCS. Considering all color words across all WCS languages the male and female subpop-

ulations do seem to utilize similar word-usage in many cases. We are, however, interested

in studying cases where male and female populations are both “large enough” and naming

behaviors appear to be very different. To illustrate some possible similarities and differences

in category-strength between males and females, we start with two examples. Figure 4.2

shows the female and male category strength values, CSF and CSM , side by side for two

WCS languages.

The left panel shows the strengths of the categories with respect to the male and female

subpopulations of the Bauzi language (L12 in the WCS archives). Each red (blue) point

represents a color word and is plotted at a height corresponding to its female (male) category

strength, CSF (CSM) value. Points which correspond to the same word are connected with

black lines. Of the seven color words used by Language 12 speakers, five are classified as

always-basic color terms (the two never-basic color terms have category strength 0), and even

when separated into male and female subgroups the five words are always-basic with respect

to both subpopulations; the ordering of the category strength of the terms is very similar in

males and females. The population term maps for male and female subpopulations, which

we denote TMw,F and TMw,M for each category corresponding to a word w, are shown as

heatmaps in Figure 4.4. We can see that the naming behavior of female and male speakers

match closely on all five relevant color terms.

The male and female subpopulations show different behaviors in the Cakchiquel language

(L17 in the WCS archives). In Figure 4.2, right panel, we can see that the orderings of terms

according to gender-derived category strengths are very different. We will return to this

language in Section 4.2.1.2 when we explore concrete differences in male and female color
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(a) Language 12
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of term strengths. (a) shows data for Language 12, (b) shows data
for Language 17. In each subfigure, each color word w of the language is plotted in blue at
height CSM(w), and in red at height CSF (w). Lines are drawn to connect male and female
results on word w.
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(a) Language 45
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Figure 4.3: Visualization of term strengths for two additional languages. (a) shows data
for Language 49, (b) shows data for Language 67. In each subfigure, each color word w of
the language is plotted in blue at height CSM(w), and in red at height CSF (w). Lines are
drawn to connect male and female results on word w; actual word numberings are omitted
for readability.

naming behavior.

4.2.1 Comparing the male/female color categories

For any word w in a given language, one can define an individual’s term map based on his or

her usage of the word w in the color-naming task. One can also compile a population term
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Figure 4.4: Language 12’s subpopulation term maps for gender-separated data. Each row
corresponds to a word, with the left panel showing the female term map, and the right panel
showing the male term map.

map for w based on the aggregate usage of the word w, as done in [21] and [28]. The term

map of w according to a population can be represented as function TMw : C → [0, 1], with

c 7→ |{p ∈ P | p called c by w}|
|P |

, (4.1)

where P is the set of population members and C is the set of colors (or colored chips). The

term map is defined for a given color word, and assigns for each chip the fraction of the

population that uses the word for this chip. TMw can be visualized using a two-dimensional

heatmap when the underlying color space is chosen to be two-dimensional.
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By restricting our study to only the female/male subpopulations, we can compile the popu-

lation term maps according to female/male speakers of a language. That is, for each w ∈ W ,

we can construct TMw,F : C → [0, 1] and TMw,M : C → [0, 1] based on equation (4.1).

To study how differently males and females of a population use word w, we define and use

the following difference function:

Diff(TMw,F , TMw,M) =

∑
c∈C
|TMw,F (c)− TMw,M(c)|

|supp(TMw,F , TMw,M)|
(4.2)

where supp(w) is the set of colors c ∈ C such that c is relevant to either males and females–

that is, more than one male names c with w or more than one female named c with w.

By construction, the largest value Diff(TMw,F , TMw,M) can take is 1. The smallest value

Diff(TMw,F , TMw,M) can take is 0.

Figure 4.5 shows a histogram of all of these data. We can see that while most color terms show

similar male/female naming behavior, there are terms where the difference is comparatively

high; there are 19 color words, spanning 14 languages, which have Diff(TMw,F , TMw,M)

values larger than 0.25.
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Figure 4.5: Real and simulated Diff data. (a) Histogram of Diff value distribution. (b)
Histogram showing the number of cases with Diff ≥ 0.25 (n on horizontal axis), per random
splitting of the population into pseudofemales and pseudomales (normalized to have a unit
area). The tail, highlighted in orange, represents the percentage of iterations which had 19
or more of such “interesting cases”.
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Table 4.3 shows the 40 terms with the highest Diff -values are shown. The two subtables in

Table 4.3 contain the same data. However, the left-hand table orders the data by language

number then term number, while the right-hand panel orders the data from largest to smallest

Diff -value.
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Table 4.3: Top 40 high Diff -value WCS terms. (left) orders the data by language number
then term number, columns 1 and 2 respectively. (right) orders the terms by ranking, column
4, where #1 is the term with the highest Diff -value and #40 is the term with the 40th-
highest Diff -value.

L w Diff(w) #
2 20 0.24167 27
6 12 0.2836 9
17 16 0.25641 16
19 20 0.23009 38
21 5 0.25158 17
26 8 0.24306 26
28 9 0.2343 34
29 4 0.23646 33
30 4 0.26674 13
34 2 0.28129 10
34 21 0.22963 39
44 4 0.24775 21
45 5 0.30013 7
45 6 0.27539 12
46 4 0.25 19
47 1 0.24138 28
48 5 0.24799 20
48 6 0.23876 29
49 3 0.2622 14
49 5 0.27607 11
53 1 0.89236 1
53 2 0.57234 2
53 6 0.26039 15
58 6 0.23785 31
58 7 0.23136 36
58 9 0.23735 32
58 10 0.23098 37
62 2 0.24462 25
67 7 0.24713 22
67 28 0.28837 8
67 34 0.2284 40
67 47 0.33737 3
72 7 0.2319 35
75 5 0.23795 30
75 11 0.31636 5
81 8 0.32448 4
90 3 0.24615 23
94 7 0.30239 6
102 11 0.2449 24
103 12 0.25028 18

L w Diff(w) #
53 1 0.89236 1
53 2 0.57234 2
67 47 0.33737 3
81 8 0.32448 4
75 11 0.31636 5
94 7 0.30239 6
45 5 0.30013 7
67 28 0.28837 8
6 12 0.2836 9
34 2 0.28129 10
49 5 0.27607 11
45 6 0.27539 12
30 4 0.26674 13
49 3 0.2622 14
53 6 0.26039 15
17 16 0.25641 16
21 5 0.25158 17
103 12 0.25028 18
46 4 0.25 19
48 5 0.24799 20
44 4 0.24775 21
67 7 0.24713 22
90 3 0.24615 23
102 11 0.2449 24
62 2 0.24462 25
26 8 0.24306 26
2 20 0.24167 27
47 1 0.24138 28
48 6 0.23876 29
75 5 0.23795 30
58 6 0.23785 31
58 9 0.23735 32
29 4 0.23646 33
28 9 0.2343 34
72 7 0.2319 35
58 7 0.23136 36
58 10 0.23098 37
19 20 0.23009 38
34 21 0.22963 39
67 34 0.2284 40
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4.2.1.1 Significance of high-Diff cases

An important question is whether the large differences in color categorization obtained here

are really a signature of differences in female and male behavior. It may be possible that

any random splitting of a population in two groups is likely to give some differences in cat-

egorization (or, term-map appearance) just by chance. To study the statistical significance

of the results of Figure 4.5, we randomly divided each population into two subgroups (the

pseudomale group and pseudofemale group) and applied the same methodology to find the

global distribution of differences between the pseudomale and pseudofemale naming behav-

iors of each language. We then counted and recorded the number of terms that have Diff

value above 0.25. We did this 10,000 times; Figure 4.5 shows the the distribution of counts

obtained, with area normalized to equal 1 unit.

Now assume the following null hypothesis: “19 or more cases with Diff ≥ 0.25 can be

obtained by randomly dividing each population into two subgroups”. Note that when nor-

malized so have a unit area, the histogram in Figure 4.5 can be interpreted as a probability

distribution which shows the likelihood of n high-Diff terms appearing. If the null hypoth-

esis is correct, the “tail” of the normalized histogram, highlighted in orange, would have area

larger than or equal to 0.05 (using the 95% cut-off). This is however not the case—the area

observed is approximately 0.0191, which implies that a large degree of difference in naming

behavior, assuming subgroups are formed by random splitting of the general population, oc-

curs with a very small probability. We can therefore conclude that the differences observed

by studying males and females are statistically significant.

Analysis of the 19 terms satisfying Diff(w) > 0.25 reveals that three terms come from the

Karaja language (L53 in the WCS archives): ikura, iura and idy. It is noted in [28] that

collecting color-naming data was irregular for this language—data was collected in groups

rather than from individuals, which causes the individual, subpopulation, and full-population
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term maps to exhibit unusual distributions. We therefore omit this language from study;

note that omitting L53 from all simulation runs still yields a histogram with tail size less

than 0.05, meaning that excluding L53 does not change the conclusions of the statistical

significance analysis.

If we had chosen to observe terms with Diff(w) > 0.2, we would have found 79 terms in the

WCS data set. This is too many terms to study on a case-by case basis in this dissertation,

although we highlight some special examples from this set in the Discussion. Performing

additional significance analysis, we find that less than 1% of in 10,000 yield 79 or more

terms with Diff(w) > 0.2, so we can conclude that the study of this set of terms is also

relevant.

4.2.1.2 Case studies: large differences between female and male term maps

After removing L53 from study, we are left with 16 words across 13 languages. Below we

explore these 16 interesting terms. Considering the color maps of languages that appear on

this list, we can identify the following key groups determined by large male-female differences:

• One gender recognizes a category or a category split, and the other gender does not (lan-

guages 30, 75, 81, 94, 67, 103). This could be caused by one gender learning/acquiring

a category before the other gender, and in our high-Diff cases this happens in the

“green/blue/grue” region of the color space. Conventionally, “grue” refers to the col-

lection of colors that can be described in English by either blue or green.

• The genders recognize similar categories, but may have different preferred names for

the category. This could be caused by native color-word synonyms (language 103), or

borrowed color-words which compete with existing native color-words (languages 17,

45, 67). In our high-Diff cases, we see this occurring in the “purple” region and (one

example) in the ‘green/blue/grue” region of the color space.
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• Other (language 6, 21, 34, 46, 49).

The Murle language (L75) has one term, nyapus (w11), which has a high Diff value, see

the second row of Figure 4.6. We can see that according to the female subpopulation, w11

occasionally describes the “light blue” region of colors, while the male subpopulation does

not use w11 at all. Male speakers use only w1 to describe grue colors. While females also

use w1 to describe grue colors (the grue category), the terms maps seem to indicate that

the female subpopulation recognized a weak extra category covering the “light blue” colors,

which the male subpopulation does not recognize. We also notice that the grue category for

females is polarized toward the green hues, while the male ‘grue is relatively balanced.

Female

w
1

Male

w
11

Figure 4.6: Select categories from Language 75.

The Patep language (L81) has one term, bilu (w8), which has a high Diff value, see the third

row of Figure 4.7. We can see that w8 best describes the “blue” region of colors. However, we

can also see by the grayscale coloring of the male w8 category that male speakers do not use

w8 often enough or consistently enough to qualify w8 as CSM−basic. Indeed, male speakers

used w2 to describe “blue” and “green” colors, and also occasionally use w1 to describe the

“green” colors. Females separate the “green” and “blue” colors distinctly with w2 and w8.

The Colorado language (L30) has one term, losimban (w4), which has a high Diff value, see

the first row of Figure 4.8. Females use w6 to describe “blue” and w4 to describe “green”.

In contrast, males rarely use w4 to describe both “green” and “blue” colors; w6 is used quite
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Figure 4.7: Select categories from Language 81.

rarely by the male population and seems to be used to describe the colors which do not fall

into a known category.

Female

w
4

Male

w
6

Figure 4.8: Select categories from Language 30.

The Tboli language (L94) has one term, gingung (w7), which has a high Diff value, see

Figure 4.9. Females use w7 to describe “dark blue-purple” while males rarely use w7; “dark

blue-purple” colors are not represented in any other male category.

In the next case studies, we observe the coexistence of competing names for the same color

category.
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Figure 4.9: Selected category from Language 94. Female and male term maps, respectively,
corresponding to color term w7. Here and below, gray color maps indicate never-basicness
of the category.

The Walpiri language (L103) has one term, wajirrkikajirrki (w12), which has a high Diff

value, see the second row of Figure 4.10. Females have two competing words which describe

“green” colors: w12 and w14. The “black” and “blue” colors are covered by w7. On the other

hand, males rarely use w12 to describe “green”, but use w14 (and very occasionally w7) to

describe “green”. Other than a weak presence in the w7 category, “blue” colors appear in

the nonbasic category w10 for both males and females (with a higher strength for females).

The Mazahua language has two terms which have high Diff values: morago, and verde. This

is Language 67 in the WCS archives and we refer to the words respectively as w28 and w47,

based on the WCS enumeration. Male and female term maps for w47 are shown in the sixth

row of Figure 4.11. We can see that male speakers almost never use w47 to describe any

colors, while females use w47 with high frequency and consistency when describing colors

which approximate the English “green” category. This is especially interesting when we

consider the term maps of w4, shown in the second row of Figure 4.11. Females use w4 to

describe English “blue” colors, while males use w4 to describe the combination of “blue”
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Figure 4.10: Select categories from Language 103.

and “green” colors (“grue”). Therefore, this is an example where one gender recognizes a

large category (“grue”), while the other gender divides it into two smaller categories (“blue”

and “green”). Male and female term maps for w28 are shown in the fifth row of Figure 4.11.

w28 is used by males and females to describe the “purple” region of colors. However, female

speakers use only w28 to describe “purple” while male speakers also use w7 to describe the

same set of colors.

The Huastec language (L45) has two terms, morado and muyaky (w5 and w6), which have

highDiff values, see Figure 4.12. Females and males use both terms to describe the “purple”

region of colors. However, female speakers favor w6 while male speakers favor w5.

The Cakchiquel language (L17) has one term, lila (w16), which has a high Diff value, see

the fifth row of Figure 4.13. Females use w16 to describe “light purple”; males use w16 with
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Figure 4.11: Select categories from Language 67.

less frequency and consistency when describing the same set of colors. However, we can see

that while females use w10 to describe “dark purple” colors, males use w10 to describe all

colors in the “purple” region, including the light and dark varieties.

The Ampeeli language (L6) has one term, hwofeejo (w12), which has a high Diff value, see

the second row of Figure 4.14. Females occasionally use w12 to describe “white” but prefer

to use w1 to describe the same set of colors; males do not use w12 at all, using only w1 to

describe the “white” region of colors.
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Figure 4.12: Select categories from Language 45.

The Djuka language (L34) has one term, asisi (w2), which has a high Diff value, see the

first row of Figure 4.15. Males occasionally use w2 to describe “pastels” (the boundary of

“white”, which is represented by w22) while females do not use w2 at all; females use w21 to

describe “pastels” while males use w21 to describe “light blue”.

Finally, there are three remaining cases. In the Cavinena language, the term pajada is used

by males and females to describe the “white” region of colors. For convenience, we refer to

this as L21w5 according to the WCS enumeration. Because the support of L21w5—the set

of colors named w5 by L21’s population— is quite small, which amplifies the differences in

the male and female subpopulation term maps and causes a superficially high Diff value.

In the Huave language, the term vino (L46w4) is occasionally used by females to describe

the “dark red” region of colors, but is never used by males. In the Iwam language, the

term prainan (L49w5) is used by both females and males to describe the “red” region of
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Figure 4.13: Select categories from Language 17.
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Figure 4.14: Select categories from Language 6.
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Figure 4.15: Selected categories from Language 34.

colors. However, the male subpopulation tends to demonstrate sharp boundaries while the

female subpopulation tends to demonstrate very fuzzy and widespread boundaries. In [28],

the authors note that a large portion of female speakers appear to have performed the color-

naming task randomly, which explains the high degree of noise in the female population term

maps and the resulting measurable differences in male and female naming behaviors.

4.2.1.3 Case studies: high-Diff grue terms

In Table 4.4, we list all the languages that have a category with a large difference between

female and male categories (the Diff value above 0.2), such that this category is in the grue

region. When ordered by the Diff values, the first five such languages exemplify cases where

the females have a more complex color categorization convention in the grue region. More

precisely, females use separate green and blue categories in two and three cases respectively,

while males predominantly use the grue category. In the first four cases, the grue term for

the males is relatively balanced, while the focus of female grue is shifted away from a weak

green or blue term.
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Table 4.4: Summary of the data for all the languages with Diff ≥ 0.2 for a term in the
grue region. The last column identifies whether males or females appear to utilize a more
complex categorization pattern in the grue color region.

Diff L Selected term Notes

0.34 67 w47 (green) F: also use other term and blue-centered grue X
M: only use 1 green, GRUE balanced

0.33 81 w8 (extended blue) F: BCT, more green-biased grue X
M: NBCT, somewhat green-biased GRUE

0.32 75 w11 (light blue) F: NBCT and green-centered grue X
M: do not have a term, GRUE balanced

0.30 94 w7 (blue-purple) F: BCT and green-centered GRUE X
M: NBCT and balanced grue

0.25 103 w12 (green) F: BCT+ stronger NBCT blue X
M: NBCT+ weaker NBCT blue

0.24 58 w6 (green-centered grue) F: NBCT
M: BCT X

0.23 28 w9 (blue) F: BCT X
M: NBCT, and use extended black

0.23 34 w21 (light blue) F: NBCT+ another blue
M: BCT + another blue X

0.22 30 w6 (extended blue) F: BCT and green-centered grue X
M: NBCT and balanced grue

0.22 87 w1 (green) F: NBCT and balanced grue
M: BCT and blue-focused GRUE X

0.20 3 w12 (green-focused grue) F: NBCT
M: BCT X
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Table 4.5: Summary of data for all languages mentioned in this chapter. Column 1: Language
name and WCS number. Column 2: Location of population studied. Column 3: |W |, The
total number of color words used by the full population. Column 4,5,6: the number of color
words which are classified as either always-basic or potentially-basic by the full/female/male
populations. Column 7,8: |Pf |, the number of female/male speakers.

Language Location |W | |W∗| |W∗,f | |W∗,m| |Pf | |Pm|
3. Agta Philippines 70 5 4 6 14 11
6. Ampeeli Papua New Guinea 43 6 6 6 11 16
12. Bauzi Irian Jaya (Indonesia) 11 5 5 5 12 13
17. Cakchiquel Guatemala 28 12 13 10 15 15
21. Cavinea Bolivia 9 6 5 6 9 16
28. Chumburu Ghana 24 8 8 6 15 10
30. Colorado Ecuador 6 5 6 5 9 16
34. Djuka Surinam 22 6 6 8 15 10
45. Huastec Mexico 12 5 6 5 8 17
46. Huave Mexico 17 10 10 10 8 17
49. Iwam Papua New Guinea 10 5 5 5 12 13
53. Karaj Brazil 16 6 6 5 9 10
58. Kuku-Yalanji Australia 16 5 4 4 11 9
67. Mazahua Mexico 51 11 13 11 16 9
72. Mixtec Mexico 31 7 7 7 13 12
75. Murle Sudan 14 7 7 7 10 15
81. Patep (Mumeng?) Papua New Guinea 15 6 6 5 11 13
87. Siriono Bolivia 12 5 5 6 12 13
94. Tboli Philippines 10 6 7 6 13 12
103. Warlpiri Australia 62 6 7 5 9 14

4.2.2 Comparing other female/male category features

4.2.2.1 Number of BCTs

In Table 4.5 we provide details on each of the 19 languages mentioned in this chapter (which

are characterized by a large Diff value for at least one term). We can see that there is some

variability in the numbers of color terms used by males, females, and the whole population.

4.2.2.2 Category exemplars

WCS provides a separate set of data on the best color exemplars chosen by the individuals.

The data however is somewhat incomplete as it only contains data for the terms which

fieldworkers deemed to be basic. For example, it does not contain best exemplar data for
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any term which is weak with respect to the whole population, but strong with respect to

only females. Therefore, we chose to use a different method of identifying the best exemplars

directly from color naming data, as outlined in [21]. For the purposes of this analysis, we

focus on the exemplar candidate which is based on the individual term maps according to

the available color-naming data. Suppose we fix a speaker p in a language and a color word

w. We can represent the individual term map of p for w as the function TM (p)
w on the set C

of colors to the set {0, 1}, defined by

c 7→

 1, p labelled c with w,

0, otherwise.

We can then define the individual best exemplar of w’s category to be the centroid of p’s

individual term map. It is important to note that to compute the centroid of an individual’s

term map, we take the center of mass of the chips corresponding to the value 1 of the term

map (i.e. chips c such that TM (p)
w = 1) in the three dimensional context by using their CIE

L*a*b* coordinates and projecting back into the set C.

We denote p’s term-map based best exemplar of category w by F (p)(w); this item is only

defined if person p utilized w. To find the population best exemplar for category w, we define

it to be the centroid of the set {F (p)(w) | p ∈ P} and denote it by F (w); this item is only

defined if at least one individual term map for w is defined.

Our algorithm can be used to find the best exemplars according to the separated male and

female subpopulations. We call the female/male population best exemplars of category w

by FF (w) and FM(w) respectively.

We postulate that studying the individual best exemplars of a population will show how sim-

ilarly speakers utilize a word w. Specifically, we should see a “wide” scattering of individual

exemplars when speakers do not exhibit similar naming behaviors for w, but a “narrow”
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scattering when speakers do exhibit similar naming behaviors for w. We quantify this notion

of “wide” and “narrow” by using a two-dimensional analogue of standard deviation.

For a word w, we let

σ(w) =

√√√√ ∑
p∈P ∗
||F (p)(w)− F (w)||2L∗a∗b∗

|P ∗|

where P ∗ is the set of speakers who have a nontrivial individual term map.

To study female and male best exemplars, we restrict ourselves to the subpopulations where

both FF and FM are well defined. Using the WCS data and our notion of category-strength,

we have verified that all words which are considered always- or potentially-basic with respect

to the entire population’s data also have well-defined gender-separated population exemplars.

For a word w, the quantity

||FF (w)− FM(w)||L∗a∗b∗

informs us how far apart the male and female best exemplars are.

To follow up on our work in Chapter 2 on best exemplars, we attempt to study potential

differences in male and female best exemplars in two different ways. We omit all color

categories which are non-basic with respect to the full population’s data, or which do not

have well-defined male and female subpopulation exemplars.

First, we observe the standard deviation exhibited by each gender in their exemplar data.

We hypothesize that if, for example, females are globally more consistent in their naming

behavior than males, then the distribution of female standard deviation values (σF values)

will have a lower mean than the distribution of male standard deviation values (σM values).

Using the two-sample t-test, we obtain the p-value 0.28331 and h-value 0, indicating that we

cannot say that the distributions of male and female standard deviation values are different

enough to be significant.
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Second, for each color category w in the set of valid words we observe the distance F (w)

between the male subpopulation’s best exemplar and the female subpopulation’s best ex-

emplar. There are 22 terms which have have F -value above 30. As with our significance

analysis of our high-Diff terms, we test the significance of these 22 terms by determining

the likelihood of getting 22 or more terms with F -value above 30, assuming that we split

the population into two random groups instead of gender-separated groups. Out of 10,000

simulations, 44% resulted in 22 or more terms with F -value above 30. Thus, we cannot

conclude that gender is a strong factor in the separation of subpopulation best exemplars.

4.2.3 Discussion of male/female categorization

Systematic computational analysis of the WCS data revealed the existence of a number of

differences in color categorization systems by males and females. The differences that we

observed are of several kinds, including cases where (i) One of the genders uses 2 terms and

the other only term one for a given color region; (ii) One of the genders has a BCT and

the other does not for a given region; (iii) The two genders strongly favor different words to

describe the same color set.

These findings contribute to the relatively large body of literature describing male-female

differences in other aspects of color related behavior. Several reasons for these differences

have been put forward. In [73] it was proposed that an advantage of female over male color

vision is conferred by the M-cone polymorphism. The role of testosterone was hypothesized in

[72], who suggested that it affected the process of re-combination and re-weighting of neuronal

inputs from the lateral geniculate nucleus to the cortex. Other, higher level psychological

and social factors have been mentioned, from females generally having better vocabulary

abilities, to the different ways in which males and females socialize [57], to evolutionarily

different roles of females and males in the society (the gatherers and hunters respectively),
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such that females needed better discrimination to detect reddish fruits against a greenish

foliage [59]. Any and all of these factors may contribute to the differences reflected in the

WCS categorization data, given the complexity of categorization task, which involves both

physiological and psychological layers.

Our results show that of the regions in the Munsell color space, the green-blue region appears

to be associated with the largest group of categorization differences. It is intriguing to notice

that studies on differences in male-female color perception suggest that the largest variation

occurs in the middle of the spectrum, associated with the greenish tones. Paper [72] presents

a study of basic visual functions, such as color appearance, without reference to any objects.

It is determined that males have a broader range of poorer discrimination in the middle of

the spectrum (greenish tones), compared to females. Further, in a color matching study of

[73], females showed substantially less saturation loss than males in the greenish region of

color space.

The so-called grue (green and blue) category has received much attention in the literature,

see e.g. [74, 75, 76, 77]. In [78], the authors analyze the location of the foci of the category

grue and find that in some languages the grue focus coincides with the blue focus, while in

others it coincides with the green focus. In the third group of languages found by [78], the

grue focus is placed between between the green and blue foci, suggesting that the speakers

truly do not distinguish green and blue subcategories. We assume that if a language’s

categorization scheme is shifting from one which recognizes grue to one which recognizes

green and blue, then the unique grue category can shift its focus toward the green (or blue)

region, with a new term simultaneously appearing with the center nearer the blue (or green)

hues. This is consistent with the picture that emerges from the analysis of the WCS data. It

is important to point out, however, that the WCS data are static, and do not carry temporal

information—it is therefore also possible for a categorization scheme to evolve into a less

complex one, such as when a color category is discarded.
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In Table 4.4, we list all the languages that have a category with a large difference between

female and male categories (the Diff value above 0.2), such that this category is in the grue

region. When ordered by the Diff values, the first five such languages exemplify cases where

the females have a more complex color categorization convention in the grue region. More

precisely, females use separate green and blue categories in two and three cases respectively,

while males predominantly use the grue category. In the first four cases, the grue term for

the males is relatively balanced, while the focus of female grue is shifted away from a weak

green or blue term.

While each given example of one gender having a stronger term than the other is not surpris-

ing and can be attributed to chance (and to a relatively small number of informants), the fact

that the largest differences correspond to females exhibiting more complexity is consistent

with an overall hypothesis that they tend to use finer categories in the grue region.

If one thinks of the WCS data as a snapshot of language evolution, different languages exem-

plify different stages of color category development. Furthermore, if one accepts the premise

that a fundamental purpose of categorization schemes is to allow members of a population to

communicate with each other effectively, it makes sense to suppose that differences in indi-

vidual and subpopulation schemes will ultimately evolve and converge to a single population

scheme; see Figure 4.16. The WCS provides a glimpse into such events, by “catching” those

languages just at the right moment, when there is an observable difference in subpopulation

categorization behavior, and before the overall population scheme is stabilized.

Figure 4.16: A schematic illustrating a “grue” category and “blue”/“green” categories. We
discuss the possibility of languages transitioning from one scheme to the other.
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In some cases, as noted in [28], there is ample evidence regarding the directionality of category

evolution for certain languages. In such instances, the origins of a new category’s name may

be local, or borrowed from other languages. In the latter case, the phenomenon of linguistic

acculturation resulting from extended cultural contact and individual bilingualism has been

observed, which has been described to influence color vocabulary and categorization [79].

For example, Tzeltal has been subject to the influence of Spanish for more than 300 years;

traditional term yas corresponds to grue, but because of a borrowed term azul , there is a

variation in the usage of yas with a tendency to restrict it to the green region [8]. Another

example comes from Basque, where the traditional grue term became restricted to “blue”,

with the borrowing of grue (“green”) and grue (“gray”) from Spanish (cf. verde, gris)

[80]. It has been noted that specifically the color word for “blue” is often a loan word [8].

Examples include the borrowing of the English blue by many African languages (sometimes

transforming it to bru). The Battas of Sumatra use the word “balau” borrowed from Dutch.

Berbers use “samawi” (sky color) borrowed from Arabic. Some Finno-Ugoric languages

borrowed they term for blue from Russian “sinie” [81]. In the languages exemplified in the

present work, the new terms adopted predominantly by female speakers are borrowed in the

case of language L81 (“bilu” for blue), L67 (“morado” for purple, “verde” for green), L45

(“azul” for blue), L17 (“lila” for purple), and others; see [28].

As already mentioned, for the majority of cases in the WCS, there is no information to

indicate if and how a language’s color categories are shifting. One can however speculate that,

based on the notion that females are the vanguard of language development [82, 83, 84, 85],

it is perhaps the female categorization that will be adapted by the future generations. If

this is true, then one could say that in these cases there is a female-driven split of the grue

category into separate blue and green categories.

Using the methods of this chapter, we are able to identify specific terms and languages

where the categories exhibited by female and male speakers are very different. These are
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the cases that warrant a closer study, as they may indicate a transitioning categorization

scheme. In the most interesting cases, we find that the two subpopulations can utilize

differing categorization patterns, with varying degrees of complexity – for where one gender

recognizes a single category, for example, the other might recognize two, thereby using a

more complex category scheme. The most common example found here is in the grue region

of colors, where females tend to use the more complex scheme.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 List of relevant vocabulary and functions

Languages, people, and words can be referenced according to the enumeration provided by

the WCS Archives. When the underlying language being discussed is clear, we omit the

subscript notation. Furthermore, we use the following functions and notations.

c color/chip/stimulus* We say c ∈ C, where C is the set WCS colors. We
may write C = {1, 2, . . . , 330}

L language We write L ∈WCS or L ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 110}

p person/participant/speaker We say p ∈ PL, where PL is the set of speak-
ers from language L. We may write PL = {1, 2, . . . , |PL|}

w color word/term We say w ∈ WL, where WL is the set of speakers from
language L. We may write WL = {1, 2, . . . , |WL|}

CS(w) Category Strength By construction, CS takes into account the set of
colors named w by the population. Thus, CS is a measure of category
strength, not simply word strength. CS(w) is high (close to 1) if w is used
consistently by a large portion of the fraction.
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FFM (w) Focus Map focus The center of mass of the collection of foci provided for
category w by the population of speakers.

FHC(w) High-Consensus focus The center of mass of the region of highest con-
sensus, which is the set of colors that obtained the maximal usage of w.

FMM (w) Modal Map focus The center of mass of the modal map of w.

FTM (w) Term Map focus To construct individual color-naming based foci, we take
the center of mass of each individual term map. To identify the population’s
focus, we compute the center of mass of the collection of individual term
map centers..

H(c) normalized Shannon’s entropy We construct Shannon’s entropy with
the probability distribution function hc such that hc(w) is the probability
based on the collected population naming data of chip c being named w. We
write H = 1−H.

StS(c) Stimulus Strength The largest fraction of the population that agree on
the name for c. StS(w) is high (close to 1) if almost everyone calls c by the
same name.

*To represent the abstract notion of colors in during the world color survey, fieldworkers used

physical paint chips as color stimuli. Thus, we use the words “color,” “chip,” and “stimulus”

interchangeably.

A.2 Toy examples: how to read heatmaps on WCS

grid

Throughout this dissertation, we use heatmaps to represent color category maps, color

boundary maps and stimulus-strength maps. Each rectangular cell of the heatmap cor-

responds with the similarly placed WCS color chip; the heatmap can be overlaid on the

WCS grid, and corresponding cells and chips will overlap each other.

The following example shows the color category maps for Language 16’s w5 and Language

3’s w4. On the left hand side, we have the heat plots of the term maps which are based
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the aggregate naming behavior of the underlying population for each color word. Dark heat

signatures (black or red) correspond to chips which are called w all or almost all of the

population; light heat signatures (light yellow or white) correspond to chips which are called

w by few or no members of the population. On the right hand side, we have the WCS grid

with a rough (hand-drawn) sketch to illustrate the region(s) of colors that would be obtained

by overlaying the heatmap over the WCS grid.

Note that all functions which we use to create the heatmaps take values in the interval [0, 1].

To ensure the same heat coloring scale on all plots, we artificially set the bottom right (or

occasionally top right) cell to the maximal value 1, making it appear black in the resulting

heatmap. This does not destroy any of the function data because the bottom right cell would

correspond to chip J40, which is not actually represented in the WCS data set—the J row

of the World Color Survey is in fact the “south pole” of the Munsell solid, so all chips would

be black and therefore identical to J0.

A.3 Two unusual WCS languages

Figure A.54 shows the full population, female population, and male population term maps

for color terms used by speakers from the Karaja language; this is Language 53 in the WCS
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archives. Two categories corresponding to iura (w2) and idy (w6) are identified as having

high Diff -values. It is noted in [28] that male and female subpopulations do have differing

color-naming behavior when describing shades corresponding to English “white” or “light”

colors. However, it is also documented that collecting color-naming data was unusual for this

language–data was collected in groups rather than from individuals, which explains why all

color maps presented have few ambiguous chips (chips colored lightly to indicate that only

a small fraction of the subpopulation used w to name the chips).

Figure A.50 shows the term maps for Language 49; male categories for this language are

generally tidier, while female categories seem to bleed across the entire color set.

This “bleeding” of female categories means that categories are not very distinct, and in

fact there is some noise and disagreement in female color-naming that causes the category

strengths to be weakened. This is seen in the left panel of Figure A.1, which compares

the CSF and CSM values with respect to the two genders. Although the female and male

subpopulations order the color words in very similar ways, Figure A.1 shows that the female

color naming data does not identify extremely strong terms.

Female Male
0

0.168

0.334

1
(a) Language 45

Female Male
0

0.168

0.334

1
(b) Language 49

Figure A.1: Visualization of term strengths. (a) shows data for Language 49, (b) shows data
for Language 67. In each subfigure, each color word w of the language is plotted in blue at
height CSM(w), and in red at height CSF (w). Lines are drawn to connect male and female
results on word w; actual word numberings are omitted for readability.
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A.4 Category maps for WCS languages

We present the full, female, and male population term maps for the 110 World Color Survey

languages. We focused on terms which are CS-basic (category strength above 0.168) with

respect to at least one of the three populations. If a particular language has less than 10 CS-

basic terms, we included the terms with the largest category strength (maximal CS, CSF ,

or CSM values). We stopped adding terms when we obtained 10 total terms or when all

remaining terms had CS, CSF , and CSM values under 0.01. For convenience, we continue

the convention established in the main chapters of using hot coloring to indicate categories

that are CS-basic with respect to the population , and greyscale to indicate categories which

are nonbasic with respect to the population. We have added the number of speakers, male

speakers, and speakers to the column labels in parentheses.
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Figure A.2: Language 1 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.3: Language 2 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.4: Language 3 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.5: Language 4 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.6: Language 5 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.7: Language 6 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.8: Language 7 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.9: Language 8 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.10: Language 9 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.11: Language 10 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.12: Language 11 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.13: Language 12 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.14: Language 13 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.15: Language 14 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.16: Language 15 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.17: Language 16 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.18: Language 17 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.19: Language 18 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.20: Language 19 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.21: Language 20 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.22: Language 21 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.23: Language 22 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.24: Language 23 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.25: Language 24 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.26: Language 25 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.27: Language 26 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.28: Language 27 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.29: Language 28 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.30: Language 29 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.31: Language 30 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.32: Language 31 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.33: Language 32 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.34: Language 33 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.35: Language 34 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.36: Language 35 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.37: Language 36 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.38: Language 37 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.39: Language 38 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.40: Language 39 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.41: Language 40 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.42: Language 41 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.43: Language 42 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.44: Language 43 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.45: Language 44 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.46: Language 45 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.47: Language 46 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.48: Language 47 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.49: Language 48 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.50: Language 49 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.51: Language 50 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.52: Language 51 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.53: Language 52 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.54: Language 53 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.55: Language 54 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.56: Language 55 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.57: Language 56 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.58: Language 57 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.59: Language 58 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.60: Language 59 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.61: Language 60 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.62: Language 61 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.63: Language 62 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.64: Language 63 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.65: Language 64 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.66: Language 65 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.67: Language 66 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.68: Language 67 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.69: Language 68 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.70: Language 69 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.71: Language 70 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.72: Language 71 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.73: Language 72 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.74: Language 73 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.75: Language 74 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.76: Language 75 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.77: Language 76 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.78: Language 77 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.79: Language 78 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.80: Language 79 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.81: Language 80 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.82: Language 81 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.83: Language 82 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.84: Language 83 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.85: Language 84 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.86: Language 85 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.87: Language 86 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.88: Language 87 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.89: Language 88 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.90: Language 89 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.91: Language 90 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.92: Language 91 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.93: Language 92 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.94: Language 93 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.95: Language 94 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.96: Language 95 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.97: Language 96 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.98: Language 97 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.99: Language 98 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.100: Language 99 term maps. By column: full population, female population, male
population.
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Figure A.101: Language 100 term maps. By column: full population, female population,
male population.
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Figure A.102: Language 101 term maps. By column: full population, female population,
male population.
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Figure A.103: Language 102 term maps. By column: full population, female population,
male population.
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Figure A.104: Language 103 term maps. By column: full population, female population,
male population.
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Figure A.105: Language 104 term maps. By column: full population, female population,
male population.
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Figure A.106: Language 105 term maps. By column: full population, female population,
male population.
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Figure A.107: Language 106 term maps. By column: full population, female population,
male population.
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Figure A.108: Language 107 term maps. By column: full population, female population,
male population.
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Figure A.109: Language 108 term maps. By column: full population, female population,
male population.
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Figure A.110: Language 109 term maps. By column: full population, female population,
male population.
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Figure A.111: Language 110 term maps. By column: full population, female population,
male population.
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